Buckeye Pipeline Company, L.P.
Opinion No. 360
53 FERC ¶ 61,473 (1990)
In Opinion No. 360, the Commission concluded that Buckeye did not have
significant market power over a large portion of its markets. In its analysis, the
Commission affirmed the definition of the relevant product market in the case as the
transportation by pipeline of refined petroleum products. The relevant geographic market
was defined in this proceeding as the relevant U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of
Economic Analysis Economic Areas, and the primary statistical tool to measure market
concentration was the Herfindahl-Hirschman Index. The Commission approved the
pipeline’s proposed experimental market-based rates program with rate caps, requiring
Buckeye to file annual reports detailing price and revenue requirements.
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This is a bifuroated proceeding.
In Phase I the Commission
directed the Ptesicting Administrative La'.,Judge (ALJl to make
findings whether Buckeye pipe Line Company, L.P. (Buckeye) has
significant mar.ket power in the markets to IJhi.:;h
it transports or
whether it is subject to effective competition in these markets.
Phase II was intended to address how Buckeye;s rates would be
regulated, particularly in the markets, if any, in which Buckeye
lacks significant ~arket power.
On February 12/ 199G, the ALJ
iss\.i~dan lnitial Decision in Phase I 1/ finding that Buckeye
lacks signi ficant market power in all of it...
relevant markets. ~./
Th:s>Air Transport Associa.tion (ATA) ana th.: COIr,missionI s staff
filed briefs on exceptions to the ALI's in.i.tialdecisitm.
The Commission affirms the conclt.sions of the ALI with
respect to 15 of Buckeye's markets, reverses the ALJ with respect
to f.ive markets, and findsl;hat in two markets analyzed by t.he
parties Buckeye has no tariff on file to serve the market.. For
Phase II of thi.s proceeding, Buckeye has proposed a five year
experimental program by which its rates (including those for
markets where Buckeye does not exercise significant market pm'ler)
will be controlled by certain rate caps.
The Commission has
decided to allow Buckeye to implement its proposal with some
modific<3.tlons. Howeve::-,with respe.ct to the five markets in
which the COIlU"TIission
finds that Sl.lckeyeexercises significant
market power, tt.e commission will remand the case to the ALJ to
determine the appropriate base rates to which the rate caps will
apply and to resolve the amount of reparations, if any/ to which
ATA may be entitled in i.ts pending complaint against Buckeye's
rates.
~/

50 PERC ~ 63,011

y

Id. at 65,064,

(1990),
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A. Bucl<eye's syste1l\
Buckeye is one of the largest independent oil pipelines,
with over 3,400 miles of pipeline serving 10 states.]./
It is an
operating partnership of a master Ilmited partnership,
Buckeye
Partners, L.P.
The Penn Central Cor?oration is the general
partner of l3uckeye Partnen •., L. P. Over 97 percent of Buckeye's
service is interstate and thus subject to the jurisdict.ion of the
COllUTlission. Buckeye is solely a common carrier that neither v·.ms
nor controls the petroleum products that it transports.
Buckeye's transportation
rates are based on a volumetric,
per-barrel basis.
The Company re=eives no demand charges from
its customec;.
Buckeye transpc--'·:s petroleum products f!.·om refineries,
connecting pipelines, and marine terminals owned by others to
terminals.
E~c.h shipment moves through Buckeye 1 s sysi.~~~ as a
separate and identifiable batch to the dest ination indicat.ed by
the shipper. y
Buckeye'S markets span the
north~rn par-t of the united
states from Illinois to New York City with a spur line ~n the
state of WaShington.
~ost customers are either major integrated
oil compa11ies, rr.3jor Vnited St&,tes air c.arriers,
or smalle=
marketing corepanies. 2/
In the New Y~rk city area. Buckeye
t::c-ansports
primarily jet fuel; however.. outside of this area IT,cst
of Buckeye's shipments are gasoline and disti.llate. §./
B. ~~cedural

Histo~

This proceeding arises from a Buekeye fi.ling on r'ebruary 13,
1987, that proposed a six percent general rate increase and
requested rGlief from Section , of the Interstate Commerce Act
(rCA) in order that Buckeye could charge lower rates for a longer

jj

Buckeye BI'. at 17.

'j.J

Flckeye owns a short pipeline seq-InGntin Washington state,
which connects a marine terminal near the port of Tacoma
with McChord Air Force Base.
(Buckeye Br. at 19).

§/

Approximately

transported
transported

25 percent

of

Buck~ye! s tot.al

v':'lum~s

are jet fuel; most of this jet fuel is
within the New York 2ity area.
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haul than for a shorter haul t.o meet. competi t.lon. l/
Buckeye I s
.:-ateproposal would cover the transportation
of petroleum
products in and
etween the states of Illinois, Indiana,
Michigan, Ohio, Pennsylvania, New Jersey and New York.
On March
3, 1987, USAir, Inc. (USAir) filed a protest and petition for
investigation and suspension of the general rate increase.
On
March 10, 1987, Buckeye filed revised tariff sheets to withdraw
the increases on Jet fuel shipments ultimately received by GSAir.
Simultaneously,
USAir withdrew its protest.
On March 13, 1987,
the Commission's C)il Pipeline Board issued an ord~r that accept:ed
Buckeye'S revised filing
subject to l-e:fund,
suspen~p-d it fo~ one
day, temporarily approved the requested section 4 relief, dnd set:
the matter for hearing.
Subsequently, ATA filed a petition to
intervene out-of-time, which was granted by the Chief
Administrative
Law Judge on Ma.y 1, 1987.
On October 29, 1987, ATA filed a "/olo:ltl.on
For SUl''lnary,
Disposition" alleging that Buckeye had tailed to establish that
its rates, as increased, are just and reasonable.
Following oral
argument, tl'.epresiding ALI issued an order· denying the motion,
but he required Buckeye to file supplemental direct testimo~y
containing it:s rate design justification, cost-based or
otherwise, pursuant to Buckeye'S understanding of ~er~ion
Centrql Exchang~
FERC. 734 F.2d 1486 (D.C. Cir. 1984),
Qert.
denied.
469 U.S. 1034 (1984). Y
In that same order, the ALI
approved a late filed intEl.'"Ventionof the Association of oil
Pipelines (AOPL).

,

On April 29, 19Sil. AT)\.filed a complaint against Buckeye's
rates for the transportation of jet fuel and requesting the

1/

Under section 4, 49 U.S ,C. § 4 (1979), a pipeline may not
charge a hl.gher ra~e for transporting products to a nearer
destination than it charges tor a farther destination,
without obtaining f"ERC approval.

~/

Hereafter cited as "Farmers Union II". This case vacated in
part and remanded in part ~pinion No. 154, Williams Pipe
Line Co., 21 FERC, 61,260 (1982), the Commission's first
pronouncement on oil pipeline rate methodology after
jurisdiction over oil pipelines was transferred to it from
the Interstate Commerce C~runission (rcc) by the Department
of Energy Organization Act; Pub. L. No. 95-91, 91 Stac 565
(1977), codified at 42 U.S.C. , 7101-75 (1982).
Opinion No.
154 was issued after the Court of Appeals remanded, at the
request of the Commission, a pending appeal from an ICC
decision rejecting a protest. by shippers to the rate charqed
by the William Brothers Pipe Line CompatlY (Williams); 351
I.C.C. 102 (Div. 2 1975), aff'd. on reconsideration,
355
I.C.C. 479 (1976).
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estahlishment
of just and reasonable ra'::esand the ordering of
reparations back to January 1, J987.
The Complaint has been
pending since it was filed.
Subsequently,
Buckeye tiled an int.erlocutory appeal to
protect the confidentiality
of request.ed data.
On J'uly 15, 1983,
the co~~ission granted the interlocutory appeal.
44 FERC
'II 61,006 (1988) (pu9keye.-:I). Buckeye. I found that while
Buckeye'S appeal was primarily directed to the narrow issue of
whether certain cost of service da~a should be requir~d, Buckeye
had raised the issue or whetl"Ler its proposal should be evaluat.p-d
under some less strict standard than Opinion No. 154-B 2/ that
would not require production of the involved cost data.
BUCkeye I also not.ed that .Far:mersUnion II would permit some form
of lighter regulation where clearly identified non-cost factors
such as competition or lac!~ o.~ market power may warrant departure
from strict rate review ..lQJ The Commissiol",then concluded that
th<:' proceeding
should be bifurcated stating that:
[TJo give 8uckeye an opportunity to demol1st.rate that
strict ratemaking scrutiny is not warranted in this
proceeding, we ,.ill direct the AW to conduct: the
proceeding in stages.
In the first stage, the AJ~
should evaluate evidence .. ' to determine whether
Buckeye has market: power in relevant markets and
whether it. h; ~ubject to effective competit.ion in those
market_s, Buckeye shoUld suomi t evicier,cein this
proce.edi.ngthat demonstrates its lack of ",~-:;;;i icant
market power in those markets In which it desire",
light-handed regulation.
Cncethe
ALJ makes a
determination with respect to Buckeye's market
pc.sition, we will direct him to forward his findings tc

=

---------2/

subsequent to Farmers Union II, the Commission issued
Opinion No. 154-B, which established a revised set of
ratemaking principles and guidelines for oil pipelines, and
identified a number of other J3SUeS for case-by-cos""
deter~ination.
Williams Pipe Line Co., 31 FERC , 61,377
(1985); ~
also opinion No. 154-C, 33 FERC , 61,327 (1985).
The COIl'.Inlssion
declared that Opinion No. 154-B was "a
statement in compliance with the court's mandate tha~ it
fashion a 'proper ratemaking method for oil pipelines'''; 31
FERC,
61,377 at 61,838 (1985) (footnote omitted).
Because
the Commission approved a complete settlement of the
underlying wllliams case, 30 FERC ! 61,262, opinion 154-B
has not been reviewed by the court of appaals, but it
remains ae the Commission's standard for ::eg1l1atingoil
pipelines.

101

14.

at 61,185.
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the comnission so that we can determine whether
Buckeye's proposed rates should be evaluated under the
Opinion No. 154-B methodology or under a less strict
standard. 111
Subsequently, ~llckeye I was clarified in certain respects by
the commission's October 7, 1988 Order Denying Rehearins and
clarifying Pr.;"orOrder, 4:; FERC 11 61,046
(2S88) (BUCls.~~).
In
Buckeye II the Commission determined. among other things, that
t:he ALJ should allow the sUbmission
of cost based evidence with
respect

to

the

issue

ot

l::.$uckeye!
s market; power.

Hearings began on April 4, 1989, and concluded on April 19,
Testimony I.as submitted by Buckeye, the Commission's
St.aff, ATA, and AOPL.
One issue was litigated:
whether Buckeye
has signifh;ant market power in any of its relevant markets.
all
February 12. 1990, the ALJ issued an Initial Decision that fOU;1d
tlt.hatBuckeye has snown it lacks significant market power in each
of its relevant mal:kets at to'" presf>nt: time. It .1....41
on March 14.
1990, ATA and Staff filed Briefs on Exceptions to the Initial
Decision.
On April 3, 1990, Buckeye filed a Brief Opposing
Exceptions.
1989.

c. Initial

Decision

As noted, the ALJ found that Buckeye lacks significant
market power in all of its relevant markets.
For the purpcse of
making U,ese findings, the ALJ determined that the relevant
product market was the transportatl?!'l of refined petroleum
products.
In so doing. the ALJ rejected the position advanced by
ATA that t.he.pr.oduct market should be markets in which Buckeye
transports only jet fuel. He concluded that the relevant
geograFhic markets w~re thA areas that include all supplies of
transp.ortation from all origins to United States oepartmert1;.;;,f
Cc~nerce, Bureau of Economic Analysi3 Economic Areas (SEAs). 1JJ
The ALJ stated that the concept of market power as developed
in antitrust law refers to the ability to raise ~rice above the
competitive level without losing sales so rapidl.y that the price

-.. ... ... ..at e).,~oo.

ill

FERC , 63,011

at p

65,064

12/

50

(1990).

13/

SEAs are geographic regions surrounding major cities that
are intende'.ito represent areas of actual economic activity.
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increa.···'" is unprof i. tabla and must be rescinded.
1.'\,/ The ALJ,
rely ing on the consensus of the pa rt iez, determined
for the
pur.poses of th.i:; case, that signi f ic<.nt market pm'er is ~he
ability
to control market price
by sustaining
at Least a 15
percent
real price increase,
without
losing sales,
for a period
of at least two years.
The AI.J nnted
that the
fierfindahl-Hirschman
Index (HHI) , which calculates
market
concentration
by summing the squares
of tbe individual
market
shares of all the [',rms included
in the market, is often used as
a preliminary
i.ndicator
in determi.ning
whether the Department of
Justice
(003) will begin to challenyiil
a merger under <:p,.,tion "I of
-the Clayton Act.
The Commission has used an HHI of 1800 in
evaluating
market concentration
in
natural
gas proceedings.
121
The DOJ Report eil Pipeline
l)eregulatiol1
(OOJ Report) used an HHI
of 2500 in a petrolE::uTraproduc:!:s transportation market as a
threshold
below which a market was presumed competitive .. 1§/
The
ALJ concluded tl',at he would examine
"everal discretionary
factors
ic each of Buckeye' s n:arkets rather
than automatically
apply some
threshold
HHI.
In his analysis
the AI.J e)ca:!!lined Buckeye I s compet.iticn in
e.aeh of the relevant
BEAs, as we1.1. as system-Vlide, to determine
whet.her Buckeye has significant
market
power in any c,f these
regions.
The key factors
he eval.uated
were: (1) the number an'.l
type of true econo:!'ic
transpc'"'t~t.i.on
alternatives
available
to
Buckeye I s customers;
(2) market
concentration;
(3)
availailili
ty
of eXC<;5S capacity:
and (4) the extensive
ver.tical
integration
of
large buyerr';, and patterns
of joi.nt,
collaborative
ventures tt,at
d).scourage competition
in setting
pipeline
rates due to the
monopsonistic
pu,",er 17;' of the pi.peline
I s
sl-dppers.
other
factors
he considered Otl a syst.em-wide
basis included:
(1)
natural
barriers
to entry due to
the fixed and costly
nature of
pipelin.es themselves; (2j advanco p~~ti!1g l)T ail
pipeline rates,
which allows competitors
quickl.y
to match rate Gut.s, and thereby
1imi ts any incr"ase
in sales
and prof i.ts th3.t might result
from

1V

50 FERC, 63,011 at p. 65,048
(1990), quoting Landes and
Posner, Market Power in Ant i trust
Cases, 94 Harv. L. Rev.
937

151

(1981).

Se~ El Paso Natural
61,262 (1989).

Gas Co ••

Opinion No. 336,

49 FERC'!

Staff asserts
that 17 of 18 Buckeye markets evaluated by it
have an HHI not only above
1800, but are also above 2500.
171

Monopsony is a situation
where there is only onE!buyer or
predominant buyer for the
product
or services
of sellers
that can control how much will
be paid for the product.
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the lower tariffa; Bnd (3) the el~sticity
products Buckeya transports.

of demand

for the

The AW concluded that Buckeye had shown that it lacks
significant market power in each of its relevant markets.
The
ALJ also concluded that given the presence of numerous
competitors and the possibility of new entrants, Buckeye appeared
incapable of sustaining at least a 15 percent real price increase
for a periae1 of at least two years without losing substantial
sales" ~/
Although ATA argued that Buckeye exercised
significant market power in 3.11 of its markets, the I.W did not
agree, concluding tha:' even in the more concentrated SEAs such as
Pittsburgh, Buckeye r.as acquired its market share by pr~viding
quality service at competitive rates. The ALJ also noted that
factors such as the presence of excess capacity and the
widespread use of product exchanges that allow a shipper to
bypass Buckeye's system, prevented Buckeye from exercising
5 ign i f icant market
po..
:er.
II. DISCUSSION
Under Section (5) ot:'t.he Interstate Conur,erceAct, 49 U.S.C.
(1976), the commjssion has discreti-;)l'';
in fulfilling its
responsibilities
under the just and reasonable rate standard.
with respect to the Commission's respom;ibil ities under Farmers
union II, the Cummission ~oted in ~uckey~ I that, clearl}"
identif led nor.-cost factors such as competi t ien or lack of luarket
power may warrant departure from strict rate review.
The
Commission went on to note that if a pipeline '/ere to receive the
benefit of such light-handed regulat.ion, it must demonstrate that
it lacKs significant n3.rket power in the relevant markets. 121
It was with this in mind th~t ~h~ Commi~~inn ordered thi5
proceeding to be bifurcated, and directed the AU to conduct a
full evidentiary hearing on the market power issue to d.etermine
whether Buckeye has market power in relevant markets or whether
it is subject to effective competition in those markets. 20../
§

(5)

Of the 22 markets examined in Phase I, the Commission
affirms the ALJ's finding that B<ickeye lacks significant market
power in the following 15 markets: Scranton-Wilkes B·arre;
Pittsburgh; Harrisburg-York-Lancaster;
Philadelphia; Columbus:

1Y

As noted, the!'e was a general agreement among the parties to
this proceeding that a sustained 15 percent price increase
would be the mi.nimum requirement for a finding of
significant market power.

121

44

20(

Id. at 61,186.

FERC ,

61,066

at 61,185-186

(1988).
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Lima; Toledo; Detroit; saglnaw-Bay
Marion; Indianapolis; Hartford-New
Terre

Haute.

!3e'.:~use

B!..!t::"~'?Y'::'

City: Fort Wayne;
Haven-springfield;
no tariffs

h;;\~

on file

8

-

KokcmoSeattle

and

to

t.he

ser.;e

Youngstown-warren
and Buffalo markets, the commission makes 110
findings with respect to those two markets.
The COll'mission finds
that the New York City Market should continue to be regulated
):,ecausethe record is insuf f icient. to make '-,finding of Buckeye's
market power in that market.
The remaining four markets,
syracuse-Utica,
Rochester, Binghampton-Elmira,
and Cleveland, are
f01lnn to be markets in which Buckeye has significant market
power.
In conducting our analysis of Buckeye's market power, as
described below, we have. first defined the product and geographic
markets.

We Cliive tnen evaluated

whether

Buckeye has significant

market power in those markets by first doing an initial screen
for market concentration in e3ch market (using the HerfindahlHirschman Index) and then considering, weighing and balan(;ing a
nUIlJ::.e.!:"
of fa=t~!"s ~ TMe HHI used fer edch market iiS', an initial
screen was the initial HHI calculated by the s'::;>ff wttness based
on actual deliveries into the market.
Unless the: market had a
particularly low RHI, as in the case of the Philadelphia marke.:,
the Commission has further analyzed the market, weighing evidence
of such factors as the potential entry of competitors into the
market, available transportation alternatives, market share,
availability of excess capacity, and the presence. of large buyers
able to exert downward monopsonistic pressure on transportation
rates.
The Commission has concluded W"1e>::her,
on balance, these
factors establish that !3uckeye has signifi.cant market power in
any parti.cular market that necessitates continued close
regulatory oversight of its rat:es.
A. Relevant Markets
The Ai.J appropr ioL.t::ly fU\.4nd th~t !:~f.::.:'-c market
pow~r m~y h~
assessed, the relevant product and geographic markets must be
der ined . .f..J.J
The AW then deterrr.inedthat the reIevant product
mart-:~t.
is the tranS'portat.ion of refined pipeline petroleum
products and, as noted, '-he relevant geographic markets are
BEAs. £2j
He concluded that his proposed market definition
was consi>;tent with: (1) an extensive body of antitrust law
developed over 100 years by the courts and the Federal Trade
Commission; £l/ (2) the DOJ Merger Guidelines; £if and (3) expert

.£1/

50

ll.I

x.g.

23/

Id. at 65,043-44,

FERC , 63, 011 at p.

65, 046

65,046-47,

(199 0) .

fn. 13.

testimony from economists and prcfes5i0nals
oil pipeline industry. 251

~xper~enced in the

Staff and Buckeye agree ft-.riththe findings
of the ;,r.J.
However, ATA avers that a properly defined relevant market will
include all of the alternative transportation
services that
compete "ith the transportation
service offered hy the su::>ject
finn (the relevant product marketj and the area in which such
services are provided (the relevant geographic market).
ATA
believes that the r~lp.v~ntproduct mdrke~ should be jet fuel,
while the relevant geographic market should be the individual
airports to which Buckeye transports jet fuel. ATA contends that
its witnesses applied a systematic analysis based on sound
economic principles to define the relevant product and geographic
markets in which Buc;keye operates ..£§j
While AT!'.asserts that the ALJ should have adopted a
prodl\ct market definition limited to the transportation of jet
fnl2'l; 27/ the AU ~cl-:::-c~tly pc:i.ntcd out. that accept.ing ATA~~
pus i t"'On wOLld ave.rIool<.
the fact that Buckeye's rate increase
affects all its customers and not just jet fuel customers
(except
USJ>.irand those customers at the New York City and Newark
Airports).
The AW stated that other refined petroleum products
are transported in greater quantity on the Buckeye s}',,;tem.The
ALJ also pointed out. that thp. acceptance of AT.~'s contention
,;oulo mandate sepal-ate consideration of each prOd1.1ctcarrJ.ed by
Buckeye and ilach use to which each product could be put. 28/
As Staff witness Dr. Ogur explained in his testimony. it a
threshold increase in the product price encollrages enough
~onsumers to switch to substitute products, then the group of
products are all includeJ in the product market. 291
ATA's
approach fails to t.ak.e into consideration that. the subs<:itution

£!I( ... continued)

£!I

In an attempt to establish uniformity in analyzing mergers,
the Antitrust Division of DOJ issued a set of merger
::Iuidelinesin 1984 that include a proposed fram'=wcrk for
identifying relevant and geographic markets.
50 FERC ,
63,011
at 65/0~17, fn. 18.

l2/

Id. at 65,046.

l.Y

The ATA witnesses addressed only those
Buckeye transports significant amounts

£1/

ATA Reply Er. at 85.

~

50 FERC

l2/

Exh. S-3 at S-1.

1 63,011

at p. 65,046

(1991).

markets in which
of jet fuel.

19910103-0374

FERC PDF
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of the transporta~ion of o~e petroleum product for the
transportation
of another petroleum product is ne&rly universal
rlTT\onn t'\in~linp~.
'1()/
AlthouCTh
petroleum
'Crt:'ldlJ-(:"ts~r'2" nnt"
gene-i=aily sub~',tit~s in use~ oil pi.pelin~s such as Buckeye can
easily substituce the transportation of one petroleum rroduct for
another. l1J
Tr.e obvious advantage to such substit:.ltion is that
shippers, who are whclesale distributors. can earn higher profits
by selling more of the product for which the price has risen.
This same analogy appli8s to substitution in production.
As Dr.
Oaur noted. if prod\~cers ot a sUbstitute product. can switch
production' ....
ithin cne year and supply the"product that increased
in price, then both the product and the substitute product can be
classified in the same product market based un their substitution
in production if there is evidence that ~hcir prices move
together .1.01
The reasoning is that if producers can switch
proQuction from a substitute product tc the product whose price
was increased, that higher price will not be able to be
maintained. 33/
Dr. Ogur used jet fuel as an example or now SUbS~lLut~on on
the production side car. change one's assessment of the relevant:
product market.
He pointed out that viewed only from t.he
ccnsumpt ion side, one may con<:::lude
that buyers are unable to
sUbstitute any other fuel for jet fuel. On the production side,
however, refiners who produce jet fuel and gasoline may be able
to switch their production mix in response to an increase in the
price of jet fuel.
If a threshold increase in the price of jet
fuel causes refiners to produce :nore jet fue.l and less gaso:ine,
and if the priGe of gasoline also increases, jet fuel and
gasoline are in the saJf!eprod.:..ct
market.
The ease of product
sUDstitution among pipelines is an important reason ~hy the
relevant product rr.arketsh0uld be the transportation of refined
petroleum products rather than the transportation or a speclfic
petroleum product, such as gasoline, fuel oil or jet fuel.
Thus,
the record snows t:hat:the relevant product marke1:.is the
transportation
of refined petroleum products from all origins to
a particular destination.
Plus, the rates at issue hern are for
the movement of refined products by shippers., generally refiners,
1QJ

See 49 FERC, 61,262 at pp. 61,905-06

)~

In some cases, petrole~m products do substitute in use.
For
example, jet fuel is blended with some heating oils.
The
extent of SllCh blending can vary with the price of jet fuel
relative to the price cf heating oil.
(See, ~-,-9......, Exh. B-93
at 13-17).

~

Exh. S-1 at 12-13; Exh. S-19 at 10-11.

33/

Exh. $-19 at 10-11.

(1989).
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not for j1.~stthe movement of ,et tolel.
Accordingly,
the AU's
de,finition of the relevant product market:.

-

"8

11.

-

affirm

As to A'I'A'sargument tnat the relevant gc0yr_phic markets
are the individual airports to which Buckeye transports jet fuel.
the record supports the AU
'lith respect to his finding on
ge:>graphil.:
markets.
ATA has not supported its pas' tior. that th'2
geographic markets should be individual airports.
The primary
purpose of the geographic market definition is to identify an
area in which the price ot the relevant product is larqely
determined by the buyers and sellers withinl:he: area.
Thus, as
the AIJ noted, expert economic witnesses for Buckeye, staff, and
AOPL each testified that the relevant geographic mark~t is an
area at least as large as a BEA. 2..2.1 Those expert witnesses based
their conclusiollS on the suitabili.ty of BEAs, traditional
e'.:cnomictheory, Supreme Court precadent and the DOJ Merger
Guidelines.
The AU also indicated that the DOJ Report llsed 181
BEAs as a basis for organizing data on the geographic scope of
markets
for oil
pip~) jnp:.:; ~_n~ Qt:her ~o!!'!peting faciliti~::;~
Beth
the NEHA Report
and the DOT/DOE I~.eport llse SEAS as the
appropriate r.:easurefor the geogx'aphic l.1arketof oil pJ.pelines.
Tile analytical process in d~>:ermining a geographic market is
similar to that used in defining the relevant produot market.
The goal is to ident::ifyall area in which a hypothetical
monopclist can profitably impose a sma).l but significant and
r.cntransitory increase in p::-ice~ 1..§.1 G.iven the prevailing price
of the relevant product, the threshold price increase is used to
estimate the ability of buyers to avoid the price increase by
pur~hasing the same product from sellers in other areas.
In his
analysis Dr. ogur assumed ~ threshold price incraase in the
initial geographic area.
He thEn looked for evidence that buyers
Gould trav-el t.o s.::llt::rs in other areas and for evid.ence that
sellers in other areas could ship into the area in questi.on. If
buyers can avoid a price increase in either manner, then the
geog:caph.icmarket must be expanded to include the other area of
competing sellers. 37/
The procEss is repeated until a
geographic market is defined within wbich the price in:::reasecan
be profitably imposed on buyers.
Based upon such an evaluation, Dr. Ogur concluded that a BEA
was a reasonable approximation of the relevant geographic market
li/

Exh. ATA-22

~/

50 FERC

l§j

Se~ EAh~ S-3 at S-3.

ll/

Exh. S-19 at 14.

at 6.

! 63,011 at p. 65,047 (1990).
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for the delivered product. ,:L!lj
In effect what. Dr. Ogur did was
to consider the smallest geographic area that seemed reasonable.
Giv~n the presence of competitive trucking for final distribution
within
a BEA, Dr. Ogur decermi.n~u that ~ th=~sh~ld price
increase
by a pipeline to one point would not be profitable and thus
concluded that an area smaller than a SEA did not appear tc be a
reasonable geogr<lphic market. 39/
Dr. Ogur again us ad jet fuel as an example and concluded
that a single airport is not a relevant geographic market . .4.Q/
Dr. ogur noted that a (;ustomer airline could avoid a price
increase at one ''lirportby reducing its fuel purchases at that
airport and substituting increased purchases fro:n other airports.
Thus, we conclude that the evidence of record su!-ports the
tindl.ngs of the ALI.
SEAs are shown to be appropriate geographic
markets since they arc convenient, easily identified and havo=
been used in past studies of the oil pipeline industry.
The
ALJ's geographic ana product market definitions are consistent
\o1ii:h the definition
adopted by many studies of market power in
this
indus:t:·t'i·~.il/

B. Measuring

Market

Power

The ALJ, as well as the parties generally, agrezd that
market power is the ability to profitably raise price above the
competitive level for a !<igni.ficant,
time period.
The ALJ the~
went on to define zngnificant market power de the abilitJ, to
control market price by sustaining at least a 1::' percent real
price increase, without losing sales, for a period of at least
two years.
He stated that the parties were generally in
agreement that this standar.d was acceptable as a minimu~
reqJirement for finding significant market power.
However, while
33/

See Exh. $-1 at 15.

22J

Tr. at 2491.

iQJ

Exh. 19 at 15 .

.4.1/'

Se~ Exh. 1t1at 10, where Dr. Ggur noted the suggestion by
ATA witness Mr. watson (Exh. ATA-8 at 18) that a typical
airline buys 50 percent or more of its fuel ?,t four or five
airport-so

g;

See
the DOJ Report; Natior,al Economic Research Associates,
Inc., Competition in Oil Pipeline Markets:
A structural
Analysis (April 1983) ("NEllA REPORT"); the Secretaries of
the Departments of Transportation and Energy,
National Energy Transportation Study, A Preliminary Report
to the President (July 1980) (DOT/DOE Report).

,~~/
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Staff agreed with the 15 percent. figu'J:"e
as a minimum, it believe..;
that the adopt ion of t-tl'~ 15 percent standard would narrow both
product and geographic market definitions and increase the
~ikelihood of erroneously findIng market p0~er. st~ff argues
that this definition is inadequate because it fails to consider
whether the exercise of market power results in a reduction in
output, thereby causing a misallocation of society's resources.
The Commission nnds that the AU's
detinition of significant
market poweL is adequate in this proceeding.
This is especially
so, since Buckeye has never tried to raise its rates by more than
15 percent over a two year per lod.
The AL.T did not make a product pr~ce analysis in det.ermining
that Buckeye lacks significant macket power.
Staff argues that
the AW's
failure to t.ake deliyer~d product prices into account
makes his marktit power findings unreliable.
Staff argues turtner
that the key to competitive delivery of petroleuI!.products into a
marKet f'."ora
different supply sources is the delivered price of
the product ~ including ;ill t.ransportat: i on costs and the ;:n:oduct
price
from the source~
A·~A IDdkt!:-.i a siLnilz.:::"argum~nti
not.ing that
unless the product pri~es can be shown to be the same, the "'nly
rp.al competition that Buckeye faces in each market is from the
transportation alternatives frcm 13"'-lckeye'
s origin.
We conclude that the relevant price for the purposes of
making a determination
of whether Buckeye can profitably increase
its transport.ation prices dbove the cOlllpetit.i.~/e level i~·.;the
del ivered product price.
Because ,.hippers or custo:::~!:"e
in the
destination market often have the option of switching away from
purchasing transportation
into the market, and, irlstead,
purChasing the delivered product itzelf, suppliers of
transportation must compete with suppliers of the delivered
product. ~
For example, a fuel oil distributor that pu~chases
transpol·ta.tion fo...its product on a conunon carrier pipeline such
a.s Buckeye iliay have the option of purchasing delivered fuel oil
from a proprietary pipeline.
In addition, if a nearby refinery
can profit.ably deliver product by truck into a deetination
market, the final consumer can avoid an increased pipeline tariff
by purchasing the refinery's delivered product.
Therefo;:a, any
market power that migt.t b<o exercised by transportation supp1.lers
can ce limited by delivered product suppliers who provide both
product and transportation.
The competition between
transportation suppliers can only be evaluated in the destination
market where the ultimate consumer can choose among these
alternatives.

ill

Exh. S-1

at 8.
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The ALJ id<ontjfied market concentration
"" 0"';> of the
factors
to be r.om:;idered in determining
market power. He
ac~~now.iedgedtnat HHIs as applied under the DO,7i'1erger GuideJ.lnes
serve as preJ 1mjnary threshold
measures of market; concentration,
but he then concluded that the identificati.on
of the nU:Tlberand
type of tn.e economic al ternati ves avai lable 'co buyers of
pe·troleull' transportation
services
should have paramount
importo·'ce.
Accordingly,
the ALl conduct.ed an analysis
of each
marke':: on the ba&is of several qualitative
facton;
that he
concl uded were pert inent •.0 the question of market power, and
determined that Buckeye did not exercise
signifJ.cant
market power
in any market,
His analysis
specifically
addressed the 11
Buckeye markets that '"ere contest.ed.
,1.1./
ATA argues 'that market concer1tration
1.s the prim.ary
indicator
of how competitive
a market is likely
to behave.
p.TA
further
cO"1t.ands that the AU virt.ually
.ignored +-he hi']h
concentration of Bu~keye:s markets in his dnalysis.
staff also
arques tl",at the ALJI S analysis
skips any meaningful evaluat ion of
market concentrati.:m.
Staff contends that the AU should have
established
an HHI in each market served by Buckeye, and that bi"
failt'l-e to establish
an HHI threshold
makes his analysis
unnecessarily
susceptible
to erroneous findings.
We conclude that an analysis
of mark~t concen~ration
using
~HI3 should be the first
step in eVdluating the likelihood
of
market power being exercised
in a c;iven market.
Knowing the
degree of concentration
in a market provides useful information
,3bout where on the competitive
spectrum that market likely
lies
and '.-lhat oth",r factors
will have to be weighed to enable a
finding as to the exist,ence or absence of significant
market
power. 45/
"'or measuring I!.arket concentration,
we conclude that

44./

The 11 BEAs that the AIJ addressed were: New York Cit:y
(including
JFK, La Guardia and Newark airports,
specifically),
Pittsburgh,
Detroit,
Cleveland,
Columbus,
Rochester,
Buffalo, Hartford-New Haven-springfield,
Syracuse,
Binghampton-Elmira and Indianapolis.

451

Market concentration
is a function of the rournber of firms in
a market and their resper.tive
market shares,
and HHls are an
appropriate
alld widely used measure of market concentration.
However, a high HBT does not necessarily
establish
that an
individual.
firm ha,; significant
market power.
'rhe HHI
serves me~ely as an initial
screen,
or threshold,
to
indicate
the degree of concentration
in a market.
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We also concludp that
a proper screening device is an HHI. 46/
the use of delivery data, e.~
deliveries into each SEA, is the
best method for calculi\ting Hills here.
2. Other Factors
The ALJ identified the number and ty):)'"
of true economic
transportation
alternatives available to L'lyers of petroleum
transportation
service in each relevant BhA as thE'!most important
factor to consider in evaluating Buckeye's market power. ~I/
However, both ATA and Staff argue that much of the evidence that
the AU reI ied on in finding that Buckeye lacks sign i. ficant
market power in all of its relevant markets consists of a mere
listing or identification of supply alternatives.
Consideraticn
of transportation
alternatives
is significant
power al'a]ysis, and we agree that it is not the
only factor that should be looked at in evaluating market power.

in any market

However,

the

AL.J did not

rely

exclusively

on t.ransportation

alternatives
as t::stablishing
whethcZ' a l"r.arketis competitive.
Instead, he included a number of other indicia of market power,
as discussed above, in his evaluation.
We consider each of those
factors to be significant elements, along with market
concentration and potential entry, ~
to be weighed and balanced
for each market in evaluat:.ingwhether Buckeye exercises
o;ignificant ID3rket po....
er in that mad(et.
In t.h", Commission's
soecific analyses of the contested markets ~et fort:h below, we

.4Y

Under the DGJ Merger Guidelines, if an HHI is less than
1000, the market is viewed as competitive.
If the HHI
exceeds 1800, significant market power may be exercised, and
the DOJ will examine entry conditions and other factors to
determine whether a proposed merger is likely to increase
market power.
Staff recommended the use of an 1800
threshold, consistent with the approach suggested in the DOJ
Merger Guidelines and the approach taken by the co~"ission
in the natural gas area.

4., ,

50 FERC

ilV

Potential entry is the ability of nearby suppliers to serve
a ma!:"ketif current suppliers attempt to increase profi-cs by
raising the market price.
Nearby suppliers need not
actually enter the market.
All that is required is that
they have the capability or potential 1"0 em:er the market.
Since potential entry can limit the market power of current
suppliers, the ability of a firm or group of firms to
exercise significant
market pOw~l- over it substar~tial period
of time will depend, to a large extent, on the strength of
putential entry.

_/

, 63,011 at p.

65,049

(1990).
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have considered each of these various factors and weighed each of
them to deternine Whether, on balance, each market is one in
which Buckeye can exercise significant market power.
3. Interdependent

~~icinq

The ALJ concluded that int~erdependent pricing, or c011usion,
had little relevance to this proceeding.
He found that to the
extent collusion was a relevant issue, there is simply very
little likelihood of collusion in this case because of
um:egulated intermodnl <.;olflpet
ition. '3){CPSS '~apacity.
shipper/competitors,
large buyers, laok of meaningful posted
prices and quality cf servi~·e considerations.
ATA a1:,::/ues
that without a thorough ~valuation of whether
dominant firms in highly concentrated markets are likely to be
able to !!xercis€: 2ignificant
market power jointly,
the ALJ's
analyses of the SBA-markets in 'which l'-uckeyeoperates are simply
i. nadequate to Sl.lpport ani" conclusions in this
proceeding.
However,

A.TAdid

not

present

arJ'"j~;:va;'t!ation

nf

in"t,erdependE'_n't~

priCing
in order to support its position or show th ......
~ collu.sion,
or the possibility of collusion, is present in any of Buckeye's
contested markets.
staff argues that the characteristics of Buckeye's high HHI
markets make it unreas'mahl.e to assume that Buckeye a.nd .:.11"ther
suppliers
in t:"e markets served by Bu.:.k~ye are a::;ting
independently of each other.
10 support. its argumer.t. Staff d.id
evaluate the potential for collusion.
Staff's analysis concluded
that three factors (product homogen~ity, large buyers, and excess
capacity) tended to discourage collusive behavior, one factor
(public announcement of prices) tended to facilitate collusive
behavior, clnd one factor (small, frequent purchases) was
inconclusive due to lack of information . .1V However, 't.he
analysis ;;:::.5 only able to determine whether each factor tended to
increase c.,: (i"L:L.,ase
the likel ihood of collusive benav lor.
Moreover, the five factors did not all support the same finding.
staff, therefore, was unable to determine the net i~pact of these
other factors on the likelihocd of collusive behavior.
As a
result, Staff's ccnsideration of the potential for collusive
behavior proved to be indeterminate. 50/

~_'V The

AW rejected the significance of public announcement
of
price5 because trucks and proprietary pipelines do not post
prices.
However, Buckeye'S public announcement of prices
can serve as a focal point for others attempting to match
Buckeye at a price above the competitive level.

50/

See Staff's

Brief on Exceptions

at 51.
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The AW is correct that there is no record evidence 0: overt
cOllusion ~nd that, absent evidence, overt collusion has no
l"elev'Inceto this proceeding.
The concept. of interdepe:ndent.
pricj.ng, howev~r, is broader
than oV8rt collusion:
it includes
"tacit collusion" and other forms of cooperative, as compared to
compet.itiv'a, beJ::nv.ior.'l'hecom:mission recognizes that collusion
and interdependent pricing are not synonomous.
We agree with the
ALJ that opportunities for collusion are insignificant and have
no relevance in this casE'. However, we disagree with the Al.J
about the unimportance of interdependent pricing.
In highly
concentrated markets, pricing beh~vicr of Q!"IP. finn will likely
have a direct impact OD t.he market position of its co ...
pet.itors,
and firms are likely to weigh the market ramifications of pricing
decisions and likely actions of rivals before changing their
prices~
In less concentratf?:o markets,
firms behave mC~'eas
"price-takers" and make pricing decisions based only on the
particular circumstances of their firm and do net account for any
anticipated market response.
Af' the CCl:1.'!!ission
stated with
respect t.o £1 Paso N3.tural Gas Company~ the HHI is an It indicator
of the likelihoorl ~~~~;_El Paso toqeth~r with other suppliers
car\
jointly
exp;:-:::.ise ma=ket pOwer in a given market~
A hit)h HHI
indicates that cooperative behavior may ce a -::oncernand that
other factors, such as those considered. by Staff and the At,;
affectii1g the potential for cooperative behavior, 51-.Quldbe
ccnsidered.
Accordingly, the com.'1Iission
does consider and weigh
factors th.at might affect cooperativ·a behavior in markets wher~'
1:\1", mu indicate~; that such behavior In.,,:,' l:'e
of concern·
II

~/

C. il1.1aly_sis
of Buckey,=I s Markets.
1.

The Markets
S ignificant

In Whi:;b Buckeye
Market:_Pow~r

Does Not~.!1ave

The AW did not specifically discu"s the Scranton-Wilkes
Barre, Harrisburg-York-Lancaster,
Philadelphia, Lima, Toledo,
Saginaw-Bay City, Fort Wayne, and K~komo-Marion markets because
they were uncontested.
Acc.~rdingly, a fter conduct ing an
indepcfldent evaluation of these markets, we affirm the AW's
findings as to these markets and discuss below only t;,e contested
markets.
a, PittsburC'h SEA.. The Pittsburgh SEA was found by staff to
have an initial HHI of 2561. ATA, however, argues that this is a
highly concentrated market ....
ith an HBI of 3531. The Al.J not.ed
that high market share in a concentrated market will not, by
.itself demonstrate that Buckeye possesses significant market

2lI

Opinion

No. 336, supra, 49 FERC at p. 61,919.
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power. W' 'lileAW th"'n went on to find that Buckeye lacks
significant market power in this market.
In reaching this
conel us inn, the AW fi,.-stfound that Buckeye faces potential
competition
from barges~ .2..V
The AW t.hen fvl!llu tha.t ::;hi.ppers
could switch volumes on Buckeye from a long-haul tc a short-haul
route to save on t.ransportation costs. 1211 The ALJ also relied
on the presence of U5Air, a purchaser of 65 percent of the
product transported to the Pittsburgh AirporL, tu constrain
Buckeye's prices. 55!
We aff inn the AL..T
f s
findirig wi t.il L e.spect to the pi ttsbl1rgh
and conclude that Buckeye lacks significant market power in
the Pittsburgh market.
The evidence supports the Al.J's
cone lusions i'egcircH,iY..:crnpcti
tive transportation, altermite
routes,
and the presence
of a large shipper in the mar}cet that
can exert downward ~re~sure cn Bu~keye's rates.
The record also
show·£;th~!" there is considerable excess capacity in the
market. 56/
In addition, in Dr~ oguris
eVdlv.o.t.':"v:'i ~f the extent
to whiCh potential
entrdnt
trucking firms could profitably
sel"',la
the Pittsburgh BEA, he cdlcul~L~d an HHI of 210? f~~ Pittsburqh.
This HHI suggests a degree of market c.!oncentrat
ion that,
when
considered with Buckeye'S 43.7 percent market: share, makes the
decision with r~spect to this market a close call. However,
after considering the nature and quality of the transportation
alternatives relied on by the ALJ and the amount of excess
capacity in the market, we cO)nclude that Buckeye does not have
5ignificant market
power in the Pittsburgh BE)\..
eEl'.

,

b. Indianapolis BE~. The ALJ concluded that Buckeye lacks
significant !!'arketpower in this BEA because Buckeye's market
share is only two percer~t and beGause thel-e are six pipel ines
t.hat c<:lmpetewith each other as well as with trUCKS,
A'l'Acla.ims
that its estimated HHI of 4687 shows that this is 4 highly
concentrated market.
We agree with the findings of thp AU.
As the ALI pointed out, Marathon acquirad Rock Island
Refining company in r'ebruary 1987, and since then has had, by
ATA's own estimate, over 64 percent of the market, with the rest
of the deliveries into ttle market being made by other pipelines
52/

5C FERC , 63,011

at p. 65,055 (1990).

5";;/ The ALJ found Staff's arguments that B'.lckeyefaced potential
competition from trucks to be unconvincing.
Id.

5~

14. at p. 65,056.

2§/

See Exh. B-69,

at 4-5; Exh. B-23 at 20.
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and trucks.
This fa,ct alone bHl ies ATh' s claims of Buckeye' 3
market power.
The record also shows that Buckeye not only lacks
market 5h~re. but that there is substantial excess capacity ill
this market, since total deliveries amount to 114,400 ~bl per
day, while total pipeline capacity amounts to 368,000 bbl per
day.
Finally, the DOJ report calculated the HHI for this BEA to
be 1400.
After weighina all of these factors, w~ find, on
balance that Buckeye does not have siqnificant markat power in
the Indianapolis BEA.
c. Detroit BEA.
T,H" II.LJ<.:t:''1cludect
that Buckeye lad<_",
significant market power in the Detroit BEA.
He based his
conclusions primarily on the availability of substantial excess
capacity on the four pipelines serving the market that act as'!
strung ctisincenti ve to l-a.1.sing rat.e:;.
H-;:also concluoe.d that
exchanges affect Buckeye's competitive posture since its ':;,,0
biggest shippers are major oil refiners with the ability to
exchange barrels, shift sources, and bargain with Buckeye to
satisfy their transportation ~leeds at ~he lowest possible costs.
The l.I.Jfound f-ather that Buckeye's ani.:.ityto i.ll';'Lc<i ..,>C pri,::.::::;
is constl:·ained bv the presence of Northwes':;Airlines, which has
its O\;n fuel terroinals and feeder piptallnes at the airport and
accounts reJ: 61 percent of. the jet fue':'transported to the
airp:;rt. The AW also noted that Marathon's refinery in Detroit
could produce j e't .fuel and t:hat trucking fro'llToledo refineries
provide som<, competitive restraint.
,~"'''
argues that the record does not: indicate that. Buckeye
faces effective competit_ion for delh'eries to the Detroit. BEA,
and that the delivery based HHI for Detroit is 2252.
Staff, on
the other hand, supports the findings of the ALJ and calculates
an Hl'!Iadjusted to account for potential entry at 1600,
We agree w~th the findings of the AW.
As established in
the rEcord, there is significant
compet-:i.tion both from other
pipelines and from trucks, plus significant downward pressure on
Buckeye's rates from large shippers.
Bu(:keye'5 share of this
market amounts to 38.5 percent, but there is substantial excess
capacity in the SEA -- total deliveries amount to 190,900 bbl ;,>er
day, while total sapacity on the four pipelines serving the
market amounts ~o 434,000
bbl per day.
After weighing all of
these factors, we conclude, on balance, that Buckeye does not
have significant market power in the Detroit market.
d. Columbus BEA.
The AL:r c(mcluded tLat Backeye lacks
significant market power in the Columbus BEA.
He found that
almost 95 percent of the deliveries into this marl~et are made by
the t.hree pipelines serving the BEA, but that trucking and
barging, which are used to seme degree, a.nd considered to b~ a
viable alternative to Buckeye at current rates, would become even
more at~ract;ve should Buckeye raise its rat.es, The AI.J also
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found that Inland, which accounts for the greatest portion of the
pipeline transportation
into the Columbus BEA, is a significant
competitor of Buckeye, even though it is a proprietary pipeline
that serves
only its
partners.
l'.TA had aryued otherwis~1
uut Lh~
AW c:oncluded that since the Inland partners C''il11 t.he refineries
at Toledo and Lima that supply much of the jet fuel to Columbus'
airport, in the event of a Buckeye r-ricc increase, nothing would
prevent airlines from buying product directly from the refineries
and then having the refineries use Inland to transport directly
to airports.
Additionally, th~ ALI pointed out that TransWorld
oil not. only purchases 72 percent of the set-vices to this mark(;:t,
so that it would seeffito have moncpso~y power over Buckeye's
pricing. but also is the principal interest partner in Buckeye's
chief competitor Inland.
ATA claims that based on an HHI of 3048 for Columhus, there
is no reasonable basis for conclud~ng that Buckeye lacks
sig;lificant market power or faces effective competition in the
Columbus ma:.tket. Staff,
while una.ble to conclude if Buckeyf?
lacks s1gniticant ~Jr~~l power in thi~ SEA bec~use of an abs~nrR
of pricing data, also found Buckeye to have an actual HHI of
3051, and concluded 'Chat the AW
erre.d in finding that Buckeye
lacked significant
marke.t po~er in the Columbus BEA. \-J"ede ::ct
agree.
Buckeye's market snare in this market is only 28.5
percent.
In addition to the competitive factors considered by
t.he AW,
the r.ecord establishes that there is significant excess
capacity in this market, with total deliveries amounting to
93,300 ubI per day and total pipeline capaci.ty a;nounting to
142,000 bbl per day.
After weighing all of these factors, we
find, on balance, that Buckeye does not have significant market
power in the Columbus market.
2. ::rhaMarkets In Whic;.h.
BuckeY!L-HaS Significant
Market Power
a. Cleveland BEA.
The AW concluded that Buckeye lacks
significant market power in the Cleveland 3EA, based entirely on
his finding that throe other pipelines serve the market, that the
private Inland pipeline is a serious competitor fo~ Buckeye, and
t.hat long haul. trucking from Tole~cl refineries and barging might
become viable alternatives should Buckeye increase its rates.
We
conclude otherwise.
,)"heALI determined that Inland of'fered serious competition
to Buckeye because between Toledo and Bradley Road, Buckeye and
Inland own parallel pipelines, Buckeye's only business is in
carrying Inland's overflow volumes at a substantial discount, and
recently Inland had expanded capacity to displace 11 percent OJf
Buckeye's Bradley Road volumes and mi ght displace lnOl.·e in the
future.
This overstates the r.ase for finding this market to be
competitive.
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First, though it is nec the only factor to be considered,
the very high HHI of 5976 for Cleveland does indicate a highly
conce~trated market.
Even Staff's rpvi~~d HHI
which took i~tQ
accuunt the potenti.al for entry into ttle markat leaves Cleveland
with an HHI of over 2400.
21/
Second, as the ALJ himself noted,
the three other pipelines, including Inland, account for only
about a quarter ot the deliveries i:1to the market.
In fact, the
record shows that Buckeye's market share amounts to 75.7 percent.
which lessens significantly any competitive impact that Inland
could exert over Buckeye throuqhout this market.
The AIJ a1«<1
indicated that an increase in Buckeye's rQtes would create an
opportunity for the Sun pipeline to increase its business.
However, the AW' s con(;l'.1sioo
doe:;.not address ATA' s contention
that sun runs only to Akron and the cost of transportation
on
Sun to Cleveland is substantially higher than the cost on
Buckeye. 58/ This would seem to belie any finding that Sun
offers any real competition to Buckeye in thi.s market.
The .lI.LJ
also concluded, without explanation, that Buckeye faces
competition from AReo Pipeline.
However, there seems to be no
basis t.or this conclusion s~nce this. segment of ARea is being
cperat_~c. untler a proprietary
leaSE! and therefore
is not
considered to be a common carrier pipeline able. to hold itself
out to transport for the shipping public. 59/ Accordingly, we
conclude that Buckeye can exercise significant market power in
the Cleveland market.
b. Ruchester BE....
The AlAI concluded that Bu~keye laCKS
significant market power in the Rochester BEA.
He based this
conclusion primarily on his finding that Buckeye faces
significant competition from the Atlantic Pipeline.
The A1.:' did
not rely on any analysis in reaohing ~his conclusion, but instead
r.lerelyassumed that shippers would change their shipping
arrangements and have their products delivered to Philadelphia,
rat.her than Linden, to use the Atlantic pipeline rather than
Buckeye.
Such a change, however, 'would 1ikely involve some
.31ditional expense to the shipper which the AW
failed to take
into consideration in reaching his conclusion that Atlantic
presented a via=le option to Buckeye.

The ALJ also found that }!obil pipeline could become an
The
effective competitor if Buckeye _ere to increase its rates.
record snows, however, that Mobil does not deliver directly to
the Rochester market and that its 18 MBD operating capacity is 90

~1/

~~

21/

Exh. ATA-15p

22J

S~

Exh. S-12 Revised.
Schedule

Exh. ATA-15,

3; Exh~ B-64, Table B-64-1~

Schedule

3; Exh. B-64, Table 0-64-1.
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percent utilized. §.QJ
Thus, Mobil has little ability to
compete effectively with Buckeye.
Inst~ad it provides indirect
service through deliveries to its terminal in Buffalo, wh'''''1 "Ir.,
then tru<.J<edt,o Rochester, resulting in a cost of transpon:ation
on Mobil Pipeline that is between 13 and 14 cants a barrel
higher than the cost of transport3tion on Buckeye. ~I
The
AIJ also noted that tr.ucks, which currently deliver some volumes
to the Rochester market from United Refining's refinery ~n
Warren, Pennsylvania, could provide competition" and that
poten-cial competition exists from two Canadian refiner.ies'
entering the market by trucking their products.
Finally. the ALJ
concllld£:dtllat B'..lclteye
is co~&~rained in its pricing by the
monopsony power of USAir at the Rochester Airport.
First,
the HHI for t_he Rochester market 'Was calculat.ed
by stuff to be 5J78, indicating a very higr.ly concentrated
n,arltet.62/
The record also shows that an evaluation by Sta ff
of potential entry by competing firms could not reduce the HHI
since no potential entrants could be found to come into the
ma:LAet at d L,-eds(:'!}d.ble cost.
b.J/
in addition,
the record
shows that Buckeye has a 71.3 percent share of the Rochester
market.
While we agree that USAir may have 'lome ability to exert
downward pressure on Buckeye's pricing, we cannot, however,
assume that '(JSAir'sposition w~ll allow it to control p.t'ices.
Since this is the only factor th~,t weighs in favor of finding a
competitive market, we disagree w1th the findings of the ~L.T
Accordingly, we find that Bucl<eye has significant market pow,ar in
the Rochester SEA.
0

c. §yracl,lse-utica BEA. n-,e _l\LJ concluded that Buckeye lacks
significant market power in the Syracllse-Utica BEA. He found
that an .incr.;::,\se
in Buckeye's tariff rates from Linden could
enc':)urage shippers to use Atlantic through Philadelphi", as a
source for shipping their product.
He also found that Buckeye
could face competition from the Sun and Mobil pipelines if it
inCl.-easedits rates.
Finally, the ALI found that Buckeye's
market power lOa>"limited by the monopsony power of D'SAir. We do
not agree with the findings of the ALJ.

60/

See Exh. S-9 at 188.

ill

~

621

See Exh. S-8 Revlsed.

§.1/

Exh. S-8 Revised.
S!il..~

Exh. S-9 at 187.
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First, the HHI fo~ this market as calculated by Staff 1S
4783, ~
thus indicating a highly concentrated market.
Ac; "ith
Rochester~ no pn~p"ti~l ~r~~~nt$ could b~ idcntifi~d by 3taff,
thus the HHI remained at 4783.
Second, as discussed previously
wich regard to the Rochester market, there is no basis in the
record to support the assumption that shippers would be likely to
change their d1stribution patterns fr-om Linden to Philadelphi.a iT,
order to avoid a rate increase by Buckeye.
The record also shows
that the S.m and Mobil pipelines are designed primarily to serve
the needs of tneir affiliated refiners. "'if
I~ addition, they
originate in PhiJ.adelph:id and thus, as is the case with Atlantic,
cannot offer any competitive rest.raint on Buckele's pricing from
Linden.
We also conclude that U5Air cannot influence Buckeye's
rates throughout this market, and we question whether it can eVEn
<2x€:rt anyrneaningful
mcncpsonistic
pressure
as to ~lirport
traffic.
USAir does receive 57 percent of':he pr'oduct delivered
to the airport.
However, Buckeye handles 100 percent of the
airport deliveries and has no competito::'s for this traffic. which
tips the balance irl favor of .BuckeyeI s being able to r~~ ts't ~ny
attempts by USAir to keep Buckeye from raising prices.
Finally,
the record shows that Buckeye has a 68.4 percent share of the
syracuse-Utica
market.
Accordingly, after weighing all of these
factors, we conclude that Buckey~ can exercise significan~, market
power in the Syracuse-Utica market.
d. ~in9:llamJ2.t.':m::&J,.mi:C<l
BEA. The AIJ concluded that Suckeye
lacks signifi.cant market power in the Bi.nghampton-Elmira BEA.
His findings were based mainly Oll his observation that Buckeye
lost 18 percent of its market share in this BEA between 1982 and
1988, despite j1aving 73 percent of the available pipeline
capacity, and that Mobil and the recently merged Atlantic and Sun
lines, Which have the. remaining pipeline capacity, could continue
to take away Buckeye's business through the use of drag reducing
additives.
The AIJ also stated that trucking accounts for about
10 p'ercent of this market and would increase in response to a
Buckeye price increase.
We disagree with the ALJ's conclusions.
First, Staff determined that the HHI fer this market is 3401
and that Buckeye's share of this marl<et is 50.2 percent.
As in
the Rochester and Syracuse markets, Staff found that there ~..
<=re
no poten~.ial entrants that could be identified. ~
Sac'.;md,
there is no sound basis for finding that other pipelines will, as
a matter of cour!:e, take away Buckeye's business.
The only
reaeon tor the ALJ's so concluding was that those pipelines could
§.11

See Exh. 5-8 Revised.

22/

Exh. ATA~26

.§.§J

See Exh. S-1 at 27.

at 174-76 .
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use drag reducing additives to make petroleum pr0Jucts flow more
freely tht'ough the pipeline
and thereby increase the volc..ne of
~h.pineline itself. This may be true, but it overlooks the face
that Buckeye c~n use the same ru~t~=ds ~t~~}f. ~n its own benefit.
Thus, we cannot conclude that the availability of drag reducing
additives alone gives other pipelines a competitive advantage
ove.r Buckeye.
Accordingly, after weighing all of these factors,
we find, on balance, that Buckeye can exercise si.gnificant It\c..rket
power in the Binghampton-Llmira
market,
3. The M"rk ..
ts-I.J:Li'Ihi<;h
E\l~gkev§_ Onl.Y_Make~
In~ra-BEA Deliveries
In some market~ Buckeye only makes intra-BEA deliveries of
prc.:ductstranspo~·t-ecJ
into the SEA by other pipel ines or water
carriers, or Buckeye receives but does not deliver products.
Fer
example, in the New York C.:i.ty
BEA, Buckeye receives gasoline, jet
fuel, and distillate fuel oil in Linden, N.J. and transports it
to Long Island
City, N.Y.,
TnwClod, N~Y~ and to La Gt.l5.:(.-;jiu,":r'r\,
and Newark airports..
The5~ a~e If t.ntra-8EA It shipmen.ts.
The.
markets in which Buckeye makes only iDt.ra-·BEAdeliveries are Lll"
Hartford-New Haven-Springfield,
New YorK, 'i'erreHaute, and
Seattle BEAs.
staff did not analyze these markets because Staff
presumed that Buckeye would be unable to affect the price of
delivered produ~t in these markets since it has no control over
the amount of product fl(;wing into thell'.
and because numerous
studies have sh.awn trucking to be a cost effective alternative to
pipel ine transpeJrtation over the relatively short dist-.ancessuch
as those that exist within a BEA. §2J
Of the fo\~r intra-BEA
markets, this presumption "as only contested with respect. to the
New York City market.
ATA disputed this assumption as ap~lied to the
transportation of "jet fuel to the airports in the New York BEA.
However, the A.LJ concluded that Buckeye's rate!' to these airports
were constrained by the potential for competition from barges a.nd
trucks.
For example, the AI.J poin~ed out that cost estimat<?s of
barging jet fuel to JFK made by both Buckeye and A,!'Aare not
significantly different and support the feasibility of barging.
with regard to La Guardia, he noted that rates to Long Island, a
cle,:l.rly
c:umpetitive mark.et with much barge traffic, are
comparable to those to La Guardia.
At Newark, trucking costs are
less than one cent per barrel above Buckeye'S rates.
§2J

See Exh. S-4 (Charles Untiet, "The Economics of oil Pipeline
Deregulation:
A Review anc. Extension of the DOJ Report, ..
U.S. Department of Justice, Economic Analysis Group
Discussion Paper, May 22, 1987); and George S. Wolbert, Jr.,
U_S. Oil pipe Lines,
Washington,
u.c.;
NLH:~rican. Petroleum
Institute (1979).
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The Commission agrees with Staff that it :\.S reasonable to
presume that Buckeye cannot affect the delivered price in a BEA
if it maKes Oil~y ~IILrd-BEA d91iveries,
and th1S presumpt10n is
uncontested as applied to t.hree of these market£". Therefore, 'NO
conclude that Buckeye does not have significant market power i.n
the three uncontested markets: Hartford··Ne...
· Haven-Springfh~ld,
Terre Haute, and Seattle.
In the case of New York City, hOwever, the presumption,
especially as appli~d tu jet fuel delivered to three airports, is
contested and the Commission is concerned that the record is not
sufficient to confidently support a finding that the presumption
is justified for this particular. market.
Because of extreme
traffic
congestion .. safety consideration;
.!Jnriquality
inspections, tl:'uckingmay not be a cost' effective al ternati ve for
transport ina jet fuel to JFK and La Guardia airports.
Although
the ALJ concluded that barging was an effect.ive alternative for
these airport's, we think t.he record is too w~ak to draw any firm
cc~::lu::;ioZ':::.

A:::=ord.iii.gly,

becau5~. w~

Cahflt.JL

r .iuti

Lhdt Buckeye

does not exer::ise significdnt market power in this ma!"k~t,
Buckeye's rates in New York City will continue to be regulated.
Buckeye may, ~n a future case, attempt to show that it does not
exercise significant marJcet power in this market.
4. ~arkets For Which The £om~issioD
No_Findln~

Makes

The Buffalo and Youngstown-Warren
B~~As were analyzed by the
parti.es and the lIU found that Buckeye does not have significant
If.arketpower in those markets.
However, Buckeye has no tariffs
on file to serve those markets.
ThereflJ.:e,it is unnecessary to
analyze those markets and the comrni.;;sion
makes no finding with
respect. to Buckeye's market power in those two markets.
III. PHASE II; THE HATE NETHODOLOGi' TO BE USED
FUTURE

BY BUCKEYE

FOR THE

In light of our findings as to Buckeye's market power in
8ach of its relevant markets, we next consider a raternaking
methodology proposed by Buckeye for application in each of
Buckeye's relevant markets.
A.

Buckeye's

Prop-osed Experimental

Program

On May 1, 1990, Buckeye filed a Motion for Exp",dited
Adoption of an Experimental Program for Rate Regulation in
competitive Markets.
The motion asks that the commission
establish on a.n experimental basis the proposal sst forth below
for the regulation of Buckeye's rates in competitive L'arkets.
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Buckeye's proposal for rate regul~tion in competitive
markets has the following key elements:
The Commission will
continue

to

r~gula~e tiuckeye~srates

to ensure

ccmp11ance

with

the requirements of the Interstate Commerce Act.
In markets
where Buckeye does not have significant market power: {al
individual rate increases will not exceed a "cap" of 15 percent
(real) over any two-year pe.riod; and (b) indIvidual rate
increases will be allowed to become effective without ~uspension
or investigation if they do not exceed the change in the GNP
deflator
sir.ce the rate1:1a5 last
increased,
plus 2 per=:cnt.. R.:ltc
increases exceeding this "trigger" would have to be justifie:i as
being consistent with competitive pricing or other apPL'opriate
factors and would be subject to sllspension and investigation.
Rate decreases wOlild be presumptively
valid and complainants
would bear the burden of demonstrating
any alleged unlawfulness.
If Buckeye is found to have significant marke't power in one or
more of its markets, Buckeye proposes that rat.es in such markets
would be required tn track rate changes in competitive markets.
This pr-oposal is explained
in mere detail belc;..;.

Buckeye notes that the Initial Decision defined significant
market power as the ability to raise rates more than 15 percent
in real (non-inflated) terms over a two-year period without
losing substantial business. 6el Thus, under the proposal any
ir,dividual rate increase of lEtss than 15 percent (redl) 69/ over
two years should be presumptj.vely valid since by definition it
does not constitute significant market powe~.
Buckeye proposes that this test of significant market power
15 percent (real) over two years -- be employed as a cap on
iadividual rate increases.
Thus, Buckeye contends that this cap
guarantees that it cannot exercise significant market power a~ to
any shipper ul-iderthe minimum standards agreed to by all parties
to this

case.

2. Rate Trigger
Buckeye's proposal states that to ensure close Commission
oversight, to protect: shippers and to allay any concerns that
substantial price increases are likely to occur, the Commission
should establish a threshold even below the cap.
The threshold
would be set at 2 percent above the change in the GNP deflator

~

50 PERC,

§2/

A real rate
inflation.

63,011

at pe

65,O~9.

increase would

be one that has been adjusted

for
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since the prior rate change. TUI
Under the proposal rate
increases which do not ."ceed the change in GNP deflator plus 2
p2rccnt '~ould be P€!1.-1uit.tad without suspension
or ;,nves .::igaticn.
Any i~dividual rate l.ncrease exceeding the thresh<'ld ",auld have
to be justified by Buckeye through a demonstratioil that the rate
increase is consistent with competitive pricing, or other
appropriate factors, and would be subject to possible suspension
and inves+:igation were Buckeye's justification found to be
inadequate.
According to Buckeye, its proposed thres.hvld
assure shippers and the Commission that Buckeye's
increase eubstantially more than the general rate
without justification.
At tne S4me time, Buckeye
W01Jld eliminate

the

need

tor

costly

rate

"trigger" will
rates cannot
of inflation
believes thiR

investigations

and

regulatory int",rvention over de minimis rate changes.
The "plus
2 percent" featurl'lof the threshold preserves some degree of
pricing flexibility which Buckeye claims that it neRds to react
to differi
ng ':".OIrlp~t:_;T. tv,? C'r"ndi
tion!; i~ i t.~ ~v·ai:""i0u.::. mdL kecs.
3.

PreSuIDPtively ~al id Rate Dec.reasQ.\!

Ui'der Buckeye' s proposal rate decreases would be
presumptively valid and free from regulatory investigation.
Buckeye argues that the Commission should not independently
investigate
price reduct.ions,
and any compe.titor or s-.hipper
complaining of rate decreases should bear the burden of proving
them unlawful.
In support of "his position Buckeye cites o;rexas
Eastern Products Pipeline C9mpany. 111
4. Continued

~licatiQn

of the rCA

sections 2, 3, 4 and 6 of the rCA would continue to apply to
Buckey+~. IV
Under Sect ion 2, pip=l ines cannot chaI':JE!
di fferent
rates for the same transportation service between the same or~gin
and destination points.
Section J prohibits undue
discrimination.
.As indicated ".bove, under Secti.on 4, a pipe] ine
may not charge a higher rate for transpor~ing products tv a
nearer destination than it charges for a further destinati.on,
without obtaining commission approval.
Section 6 of the rCA
requires ~ pipeline to provide a tariff filing of all rates and

701

The GNP deflator is published quarterly by the United States
Department of Commerce.
The change in GNP deflator would
also be used to calculate the 15% (real) price cap.

111

50 FERC

1V

49 U.S. C. § § 2, 3, 4, and 6 (l9 76) .

~ 61,218

at 61,703-704

(1990).
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of all rat.,"increases

t.o the Commission

and

To satisfy the Commi.ssion that competit~on continues, and to
assure that Buckeye's rates are just and reasonable, Buckeye
proposes to file a report with the Commission every five years
describing any material changes in the competitive status of its
markets.
This report would permit the COIrll'll.ssion
to monitor the
level ot competition to determine whether competitive
circumstances have changed su:::hthat Buckeye has acquired
significant market power in any of its markets.
Buckeye contends that t;,ecause fu.ll-blown hearings on
compet.i.tionare extremely costly, to prevent wasteful
relitigation, the Commission's finding that Suckeyo? lacks
significant market power in any market would be controlling
for
fut.ur~ rate filings U111~gs shippers make n prima .faci~ shewing
that competitlve circumst.d..nc~5 h,')v~ ~h~~ged~ complainants would
carry the ult.imate burden of proof that thi.!market has ceased to
be competitive.
6. Less Competitive

Markets

Buckeye '>eknowledgE.!s
that a prospeetLve regula'cory
:nethodclogy should address the possib.:~lity tha.t it could acg·Jire
substantial market power in,one or more of its markets in the
future.
I f Chi s were to occur, 8uckeye proposes t:"latrates, for
I,hat Buckeye terms less competitive markets, would be tied to a
price change index derived from rat.e changes in Buckeye' s
competitive markets.
Buckeye maintains that competitive market
pri:::ingreflects cost changes and market conditions, ther.efore, a
competitive, market-based price should be an efficient proxy for
cost-based regulation.
7. Shipper

Complaints

Shippers would retain the right tc fIle complaints or
protests follewing notice of a rate increase.
Shippers, however,
would be required to show either: (a) that a rate increase
exceeds the cap (15 percent real over two years); (b) that", rate
increase exceeds the change in GNP deflator plus 2 percent and
has not been adequately justified by Buckeye; (e) that the rate
is unlawfully discriminatory under lCA sections 2 or 3; or (d)
that as the result of substantially changeo. ci:.:-cumstances,
Buckeye has aCq'-liredsignificant marjrpt power in the relevant
market and that the proposed rate increase exceeds the standards
for markets in which BUCKeye exercises significant market power.
If a shipper presents a factual, 2rima facie case supporting any
of these contentions, Buckeye would then be obligated to provide
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responsive evidence. 2J./
Buckeye propcses that Commission
would be allowea to participate by order of the Commission
complaint proceeding.

-

Staff
in any

Buckey~ states that it recognizes that its proposal, while
firmly grounded .In 1m... and economics, is novel.
Buckeye,
therefore, proposes that this rate regulation proposal be adopted
on an experimental basis fo.! five years, at which time it can be
reviewed-by the Commission.
Buckeye contends that this will
allow the Co~~ission further oyer~ight and control over Buckeye's
rates and the experiment will provide valuable information as to
the strengths and weaknesses of competitive rate regulation.
Buckeye's proposal is not, however, intended La be
generically applicable to other oil pipelines.
Buckeye arguDs
tha~ interstate oil pipeline industry, consisting of over 130
diff2r~nt pipeline companles,
is enormously varied as to
organizational
structure, rate structures and market conditions.
The industry includes integrated pipelines and independent
pipelines, crude oil pipelines and products pipelines, gathering
pipelines, distribution pipelines and long-haul pipelines.
Puckeye notes that its proposal may well not fit other pipelines'
circumstances.
B.

Comments

on Buckeye's

Proposal

ATA argues that Buckeye's motion :!lustbe reject'ad as being
seriously flawed and unlawfully g~Tlerous in many respects, and
that Buckeye's current rates cannet be found to be just and
reasonable at this stage of this proc~edings,
ATA also notes
that Buckey-='s moti.on is premised on the assumption that the
Initial Decision in this proceeding will be affirmed without
SUbstantial modification.
ATA further mainbslns that the
justness and reasonableness of Buckeye's Lates was not at issue
in Phase I and cannot be determined at this time.
ATA contends
that without a finding that Buckeye's current rates arn just and
reasonable, the commission would have no basis to assume tha~ the
rates increased from current levels would be just and
reasonabl~. 21/

ll./

Any party submitting
burden of proof.

11/

The justness and reasonableness of Buckeye's rates are
addressed below in the discussion of the comp'aint filed by
ATA un April 29, 1988.

a complaint

would bear the ultimate

-
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ATA asserts that under this proposa'. Buckeye could impose
enormous rate increases costing its ship?ers millions of dollars
without any justification, and its shippF_rs would be powerless to
complain.
ATA, as well as Staff, question the use of the GNP
deflator as a component in either the rate cap or rate trigger
because the GNP deflator may not mirror Buckeye's costs.
ATA argues tha1·. Buckeye's proposal to preclude suspension
and investigation bI "-heCommission would violate section 15 (7)
of the rCA. ATA arques further that Buckeye's or0Dosi'llw,,"ld
strip the Commission of all authority to c;'rry out· its statutory
responsibilities
under Section 15(7) for any rate increase that
did not exceed the change in the GNP deflator since the
applicable rate was last increased plus two percent.
ATA further
ar"gues that Bllckeye's proposed
limitation
on customers'
compla~nts would vi·olate section 13 of t~e !eA. ATA contends
that under BucJ~eye's proposal, shippers and other affected
parties would lose all of thei:::right.s uncter Section 13 unless
-th·ev·
could
ore-ent ~
nrim~ ~_,~
F~~ic
~;~~.
I~\
.h~~ ~ ~a~'~~-------~
__
~
_
..;:..,
__
, ~~
__ ~~_.
1,'_1
co.:;:.t
exce~ds ':.hE:
cap: (b) that a rate increase exceeds the '~hange in
GNP deflator plus 2 percent and has not been adecp.lately justified
by Buckeye; (c) that the rate is unlawfully discriminatory
under
rCA Sections 2 or 3: or (d) that as the result of substantially
changed circumstances, Buckeye has acquir€:d significant market
power in the relevant market and that the proposed rate increase
exce~ds the standards for less competitive markets.
ATA contends
that !:h",Commission has no authority to l.mpo"e a higher standard
on potential complainants.
'<..0

",

ATA argues that under the guise of requiring flexibility,
Buckeye is proposing to ellow its ratc;s in less competitive
markets to increase at a rate above the average increase allowed
in allegedly competitive markets.
A'1'Astates that Buckeye has
failed to address the likelihood that existing rates in less
competitiv,~ markets ~.,ouldalready be above competitive, or just
and reasonable levels.
Staff, while not opposing Buckeye's proposal, urges tt>at a
number of issues should be addressed before the Commission
decides on any particuL.r fonn of light-handed regulation.
With respect to Buckeye's proposal that its rate increases
be subject to cap of 15 percent (above the inflation rate) over a
two-year period, Staff argues that there should be an analysis of
the likely effects of such a proposal on economic efficiency.
staff notes, for example, that from a~ economic standpoint, price
increases in competitive markets do not need to be capped to
achieve economic efficiency.
Staff contends that if the nlarketclearing price in a competitive market increases by more than 15
percent, then a 15 percent cap will preclude some economic
transactions
from taking place that would increase economic
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&fficiency.
Staff notes that it is not propusing that the 15
percent cap be eschewed in favor of some higher cap.
Staff does,
however, recommend that the Commission carefully '
..
sigh the
potential costs of a cap in competitive markets against any
benefits that may result.
with

respect to Buckey~'s prop0!:lalthat rate increases which
in the GNP d€flatcr plus 2 perce:\t be
permit,ted without, sllspension or investigation,
staff notes that
the use of such a broad-based index of inflation dS the GNP
deflator tor t.racking costs in the oil pipeline industry is
questionable.
Staff contends that in a competitive market,
prices track industry-specific
and, in some case~, regionspecific marginal costs, not the average rate of increase of
pric,,;;fer econo!llYas a whole.
Staff maintains that although it
may b•• efficient f')r the Camnnssion not to suspend and
inves1:igate small rate increase;;, there was not an adeq\late baS1S
provided for the particular rate trigger proposed by Buckeye,
~L...e...:..: 2 percent abov,,?the inflation
index.
staff
argues that thE
proposnl should specify the ti~e p~~iod over ¥ihich the trigger
increase would be calculated.
Staff also notes that the prDpo~al
should Inake it clear that the trigger ..ould apply in addition to
the cap.

do no~ exceed the change

With respect to Buckeye's proposal that rate decreases be
considered presureptively valid, the Staff bel.ievI>sthat any .such
deel-eases should not result .1 n a rate below margina:: costs.
oth€rwise, the rate would be inefficient.
Hora':)Ver,staff argues
that given that Buckeye is in the best position to know its ot,'n
costs, it should carry the burden of demonstrating
that any
proposed rate is not below marginal cost.
with respect to Buckeye's proposal that rate increases in
less competitive narkets be limited by the average rate inc~ease
in competitive markets, Staff also has several concerns.
Staff
contends that the flexibility given to rate changes in noncompetitive markets Ly the use of the "inner-quartile
range" ;:,f
i'ate changes in the competitive market", again may not be enough
to allow all efficiency-promoting
economic transactions to occur.
Staff noted that if rates decline in t_he competitive
markets, the 75th-percentile cap could prevent efficient
differential pricing by requiring all rates in the noncompetitive markets to decrease.
This, according to Staff, could
p!~event a pipel ine from earning its revenue requ.~rement. staff
maintains that a better alternative for providing pricing
flexibili~y may be the use of a weighted-average
cap which could
allow efficient differential pricing when rates decline in the
conlpetitive markets.
staff suggests that tne Use of a weiqhtedaverage cap (weighted by volumes) may be an alternative to
Buckeye's use of a minimum-quantity
threshold for calculating the
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average rate increase in competitive markets.
In other words. if
a particulCl.rrate increase only related to lninimal volumes, that.
rate increase would not have much of <,m impact in the calculati.on
of the weighted-average
rate increase.
Fina: '.v, t.llestaff is concerned that the use of either a
minimum-quantity
threshold or a weighted average cap that is
calc'll..
ted solely by reference to Buckeye I s rate increases may
provide Buckeye with a.. opportunity to manipulate the average
rate increase in competitive markets in its favor.
Staff argues
that a better alternative may be to use an average that would
include rate increases instituted by Buckeye's competitors, such
as other pipelines and possibly, b"rges and trucks.
Buckeye argues that ATA and Staff have offered no basis for
modifying it.s> proposal and therefore the commission should
promptly approve the proposal.
Buckeye contends thClt neither
Staff nor ATA challenges the conunission's authority to rely upon
m~rk2~forces ~o ~~r~bli~hr~t@~ j~ ~n~pPt'tiv~m~r~~t~.
Buckeye also argues that ATA's insistence upon the need for a
Phase II he<lring t.o determine the reasonableness ot' Buckeye's
rates simply ignores the Commission's clear policy that rates i'"l
competitive ~arkets are just and reasonable.
Buckeye declares
thatATA's
unsupported assertion that the cOllunlssionmust
invest.igate and suspend all ratoe changes that are subject to
protest: and complaint is contr<try to all relevant. and controlling
precedent.
Buckeye notes that ATA and Staf: s~ggest that Buckeye'S
proposed "rate trigger" and "rate cap" may not ad.equately track
S~ckeye's cost changes.
BUCKeye contends that this argument
reflects a fundamental misunderstanding
of its proposal.
According to Buckeye, both commission Staff and ATA ignore the
fact that Buckeye's proposal relie~ primarily on competitive
forces to keep rates within the zone of reasonableness.
Buckeye
states that the additional protection of the ratei:rigger and
rate cap are not intended to establish cost-based rates.
Buckeye
contends that such a result would be inconsistent with the
reliance on competitive m~rkets to ensure just and rea~onable
rates, and would require expensive and complex rate cases to
establish cost-based rates in a competitive setting.
Buckeye
argup.s ~hat the rate cap and rate trigger are designed to balance
appropriately Buckeye'S need for rate flexibility and the need to
protect shippers during the establishment of an experimental rate
prog!:am.
Buckeye maintains that its propos"l is a fair and balanced
experimental program tor competitive requlation of its rates
which affords reasonable pricing flexibility, full protection of
shippers and continued close monitoring by the Commission to
ensure that Buckeye'S rates remain just and reasonable.
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of Buckeye_~lLProposal

Having found that Buckeye does not possess significant
market power in a large porticm of its markets, and th; t these
markets account for a sizeable portion of Buckeye's total
deliveries, ~e believe that light-handed regulation is
appropriate.
The broad outline of Buckeye's proposa).--t.o use
price changes in markets where it lacks significant market power
to set ca~s for price changes in its markets where it does have
market powp.r--is a regulatory approach we generally support,
~sp€cially on a limited experimental basis.
slgnificantly,
Buckeye also has proposed to cap price increases in mC',rkets
where it lacks siqniflcant :na'"ketpower.
Altl,ough there is no
efficiency basi!: for a price cap in a truJy competitiv€, market,
'we accept that aSPect. of Buckeye s proposal.
We recognize that
judgment plays an important role in deter'llliningwhether mark.ets
are competitive, and a cap on rates in markets wt>ere Buckeye
does not exercise significant market power will serve as an added
safequ<l!:'d
aqainst any unanticipated opportunity Buckeye may have
to exercise market power.
i

Nonetheless the Commission has two primary conC2rns with
Buckeye's proposal for capping rat.e increases in markets in
~hich it does not exercise significant market power.
First,
Buckeye:· ~ calCulation
of aVerage priCe? in
th:.: :::.rkcts ?n whi.ch.
it does not exercise ,s';''lnificant.
market power could give undl.l~
weight to small volume markets and give Buckeye an incentive t.o
manipulate price in these markets for galn in its larger volume
markets 11"wr,ld~ it eXercises signif1.cant market power.
And
second, the price fl'~j(ibilityBuckeye advocates 1n markets in
which it does not exercise significant market power would not be
an effective protection against its potential to use its monopoly
to price discriminate.
'1'0 address these concerns, w~ will
authorize a modified version vf Buckeye'S proposal for a threeyear period only, and we will require that Buckeye file annual
reports detailing price and revenue changes in each of its
markets.
The <.;ommissionwill use information in Buckeye'S
reports to judge whether light-handed regulation ~as successful
in protecting shippers against monopoly abuses.
ATA argues that the Commission cannot find Buckeye's current
rates just and reasonable without conducting a full Phase II
hearing.
As discussed later in section IV of this opinion, in
connection with ATA's pending complaint againe;t Buckeye's rates,
the commission will establish just and :c-easollable
rates for the
markets in which the Commission has found that Buckeye exercises
significant market pCJer.
The just and reasonable rate so
established will then serve as the base rate t.o which Buckeye's
proposed rate caps will apply to govern rate increases during the
experimental period.
With respect to the markets in which
~uckeye does ~ot exercise significant market power, there is no
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can be relied

The Co~~ission will permit Buckeye to implement its proposed
experiment, as modified by thlS order.
In order to implement
this C!xperi.ment Buckeye must make a tariff filing in which it
sets out all of the terms of the experiment that ~ill govern its
rates and rate increases during the experimental period.
The
experimental period will begin after the Commission accepts ttle
tariff sheets for filin~.
We now respond
Commission staff.
1.

to specif.ic concerns

raised

by Nfl'. and the

Rate C<ws in Markets whEtre Buck~Lack.;>.. Significant
~arket Power

ATI'.argues that 3uckeye' s propc,sal could impose enormous
in-=re;:;'E,e~~o~ting
i"C,~ s:!".i.ippers milli'Jii~ of dollaz's
(up \:0
$32 million acco~ding to .I\'II'.) without any justification,
and its
shippers would be powerless to complain.
Tl1i~ argument is not
p.~rsuasive.
Buckeye's proposa.l contains both a rate cap and a
rate trigger.
Thus any i,1dividual rate increase exceeding the
rate ':rigger would be subject to full suspension and
investig3tion by the Commission, thereby creating an avenue of
redress for 1:hcse affected hy excessive rate increases.
In
markets where Buckeye lacks significant market pOwer, it is
appropriate to permit Buckeye to maintain its real rate without
refund obligation.
It should be noted that a rate increase
exceeding the GNP deflator, as proposed by Buckeye, is equivalent
to an increase in Buckeye's real rate.
r~,te

staff ar9ues that Buckeye's proposal, that its rate increase
be subject to a cap of 15 percent over a two year period, should
be carefully reviewed by the Commission.
Staff
argues that in
competitive marl:ets, price caps are not needed to achieve
economic efficiency, and in some instances, could preclude some
efficient transactions from taking place.
As a general
proposition we agree with staff.
However, as we explained
earlier, we accept the added protection against market power th~s
aspect cf Buckeye'S proposal offers.
'rhus, we agree with Buckeye
that the better course would be to monitor this issue during the
experimental period and to adjust the rate cap if necessary.
2. Rate Triggers
staff expressed several concerns with respect to the
operation ot the ratE'!trigger,
Staff questions Buckeve's use of
such a broad based index of inflatiun as the GNP defl~tor for
tracking costs in the oil pipeline industry.
Staff contends that
in a competitive mark~t, prices track industry-specific
and in
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some cases, regi0n specific marginal costs, not the average rate
of increase of prices for the economy as a whole.
ATA expressed
simi.lar concerns.
Buckey", ,"rgues that the approi!ch reccmmen::ied
by Staff would require sUbstantial regulatory pro=eeding~ to
identify precisely what "market-basket"
of goods and services
should be used to establish a cost-based index.
The cOl1U1'ission
agrees wi.th Staff that the GNP i.nflation
measure will not preci saly track cost changes in the oil pipel ine
.industry. However, the GNP deflator is a ",idely-used and \-!",!l··
understood broad-based index which we believe is a rea~onable
index for price changes in a competitive market, especially for
the limited tern. of tho Buckeye experiment.
We see no compelling
reason to mandate an alternative in this context, and we will.
accept this aspect of Buckeye's proposal.
Staff also requests clarification on two issues.
Fi.rst,
staf l questions whether th~ ratf'.!trigger ¥Ifill be appl ied in
addition to the _~~.
Buckeye co~fi~~~
thdL ~d~l~ rd~e would be
subject to both the rate cap and rate trigger. 1.2)
Accordingly,
Buckeye must make this clear in the tariff sheets it will file to
implement the experiment.
Second, Staff maintains that the
proposal should specify the time period over which the trigger
increase would be calculated.
We agree; the tariff must clearly
specil:y t:he tl.me period.
Staff also suggests that the 2 percent
addition to the Gnp deflator needs further just.ification~
w~p
think it is appropriate for Buck~y~ to have the flexibility it
proposes, to increase its rates in tile market"" ;n which it dces
not have market power with.out juztifying the increase as
necessitated by competitive circumstances, since this trigger, as
with the rate cap, simply pro',ldes added protection against the
exercise of market power.
J. sections

13 and 15(7)

of th~_~

ATA argues that Buckeye's proposal violates Sec~ion 13 of
the rCA. The Commission does not agree.
As Buckeye noted,
section 13(1) imposes a duty to investigate a complaint only ::.f
there is a reasonable ground for investi.gation, Unc;..-:-r
the
propcsal as adopted here, a shipper can establish r~usonable
grounds fer a complaint by showing either: (1) that a rate
increase exceeas the rate cap; (2) that the rate increase exceeds
the change in the GNP deflator and has not been justified by
Buckeye; (3) that the rate i.sunlawfully di.scriminatory under
Sections 2 or 3 of the rCA; or (4) that as a result of
substantially changed circumstances,
Buckeye has acquired
sign:'ficant market powez· in a relevant market and the proposed
rate increase exceeds thE; standards for markets in wnich Buckeye
12/

See Buckeye's

Reply at p. 18.
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Thus, in adopting Buckeye's
general parameters for a
Section 13(1) of ttle rCA.

ATA also argues that Buckey~'s proposal to preclude
suspension and investigation by the Commission would violate
section 15 (7) of the rCA.
ATA argues further that t:he.,prc>posal
would strip the Commission of i\~l authority to carry out its
statutory responsibilities
fer ar.y rate increase that did not
exceed the change in the GNP deflator si.nce the applicable rate
was last increased by two percent.
BtiCkex·e, (.IIi the ct,her hand,
argues that the Commission has broad d\ thorit~' in determining
whether or ntJt to i.nvestigate and suspend rate changes.
1\s
Buckeye c:>ntends, ICA section 15(7) authorizes the Commission to
invest:iga.te
rate ch.anges/ j,t does not re<r.J.ire th~ cOl!unission to
investigate and suspend all rat.e changes.
rhe decision by the
COl!l111ission
to investigate or suspend is a discretionary one.
Therefore, in a::cepting Buckeye's proposal, we are setting forth
1.!'l i\r1vance how the commission will exercise
its discret,ion to
invest.igate or suspend Buckeye f s rate changeb l:.1i..u:--in; the pericd
of the experiment.
4. Bate caps for Markets
Narket Power

where

Buckeye

has.Significant,

ATA and St.atf expressed concerns with respect to Buckeye's
propo~al regarding
markets where BUCK.8ye has significant market
power.
The concarns raised by ATA were similar to the arguments
it. made regarding Buckeye's proposal for market.s in which
Buckeye does not have significant market power which were
addressed above.
staff, however. expressed certain other
misgivings with regards to this issue.
First, Commission staff
found that restricting individual rate changes to the "innerquartile range" of rate changes in markets where Buckeye does not
have significant market power may not provide sufficient
flexibility.
Buckeye notes that Staff appears to suggest a
broader range tor individual rate increases based upon a weighted
average cap for all rate increases in a less competitive market.
Citing Staff's Answer at 4-5.
Buckeye argues that the inner quartile range restriction was
designed to protect individual shippers in markets where Buckeye
has significant market power, while still allowing some pricing
flexibility
76/ Buckeye submits that the "inner-quartile"

121

That is, Buckeye would restrict its pricing flexibility 1:1
markets where :it has significant market power so that the
maximum rate increase allowed would not exceed the 75th
percentile of the entire range of price increases in markets
where it has no significant market power.
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range, which it claims strikpa ~ ba'ance between pricing freedom
and shipper protection is an appropriate part of an experimental
program.
Buckeye contends that Staff's proposal milY hav", merit,
but argues it would be best addressed after the Commission gains
same expe.ience under the Buckeye proposal.
The Commission'~ chief Goncern with Buckeye's proposal for
price flexibility in its markets where it does have significant
market power is that it would potentially allow Buckeye to act 'is
a dis~rimir.ating monopolist.
Thus, we are not willing to grant
Buckeye Lh1.s prjcing nexibility~
Instead, we will require that
any average decrease in rates in Buckeye's markets wh~Le it does
not have significant market power must be accompanied by a
carresponding decrease in all of Buckeye'S rates in markets where
it does have significant market power.
For example, if Buckeye's
rates in markets j.nwhich it does not have significant market
power decline. by an average of 5 percent, then each ::JfBuckeye'S
rates in markets where it does hove significant ::l3r"ket
power must.
also decrease by 5 percent.
However, if Buckeye'S rates in
markets where it u085 n::rth<,v" s ignifj cant maJ:."ket
power increase
on average by 5 percent, Buckeye may increase any rate in ~~rk ..
ts
where it does have significant market power by no more than :;
percent.
St",ff also propos"'".to calculate the average rate increase
on a voluIne ~-eighted basis,
instead of BuckeyeI oS proposal to
exclude small volu.llcmovements frolu the calculation.
31.1Ckeye
notes that it,also seeks to eli;r,inatet,llepos"ible distortions
caused by rate incceases on small volume movements.
Buckeye
argues that for purposes of this experimental program, the use of
a minimQro volume standard is simpler to administer than staff's
proposal and effectively eliminates the influent;e of small-volume
movements.
As we staced previously, the COllll1lission
is concerned that
Buckeye's calculation of average price could give undue weight to
small volume markets and give Buckeye an ince~'1tive1:0 manipulat8
price in those markets for gain in its larger volume, markets
where it does have significant market power.
Thus, we agree with
Staff that the use of a weighted-average
cap is a viable
alternative to BUCKeye's use af a minimum quantity threshold fc,r
cal cllla'cingthe average rate increase.
Acco~dingly, Buckeye must
modify its pro?osal to use a weighted-average
cap.
staff is also concerned that Buckeye's proposal, even using
Staff's suggested volume weighted approach, "may provide Buck.:.ye
wit.~ an opportunity ~o manipulate the average rate increase in
co;np"titive markets in its favor."
Instead, Staff suggests an
ai~ernative index of rate increases by Buckeye's competitors such
as pipelines, barges and trucks.
Buckeye objects to this
proposal on both theoretical and practical grounds.
Buckeye
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argues that Staff fails to consider that Buckeye's proposed index
is derived from Buckeye's rate changes in competitive markets.
Buckeye argues further t,hat in competi t.i
ve markets, the
"manipulaticn"
feared by Staff simply cannot occur, the only
possible means of mi'nipulaticn according to Buckeye, would be for
Buckeye to substantially
increase very low-volume rates to drive
up the average rate of increase in the markets where it does not
have significant m~rket power.
Buckeye submits that this
scenario i.s inherently unlikely.
Buckeye contends that any
possibil ity of this "manipulation"
has already been e 1 irrlin,'Ited
by
Buckeye.'s proposal to exclude .small v-:>luu.,.,
movements f';:omthe
calcula~ion.
While Staff's concerns with respect to this issue
;n",y havu considerab.le merit,
indices based upon competitor's
prices would not appear to be feasible, since there is no way to
enf3ure that Buckoye would have access ~-.ocurrent and accut"ate
prices c;haI'gedby its competitors.
Furtl1er!Tlore,our requirement
that Bu-::kayemodify its proposal to calculate weighted average
price caps and to eliminate pricing flexibil ity in markets i.n
which it exercises signifi.cant maI'ket power should offer "d"'qudte
protection
a:.!1ainst any market manipul ~ti~:'L ;I'hus, we will
moni.tor Buckeye's price ~hanges as a part of the experimental
program and rely on the changes 1n markets in which it dems not
have significant market pewer during this peI'iod.
Duril'g the experimental period, the Commission will requirE,
Buckeye to submit. a~'1nualreports, on January 20 of each ye<lr,
detal ling pr.Ic8 and revenue changes under each of its tariffs in
all its markets and relevant GNP intlat~on calculations.
Specifically,
for e,.ch tariff in e.ach market, Buckeye must give
the init.ial rate ($/RbJ.), volume (MBO) , and revenue (S/yr.).
Then, Buckeye mu~t give any percentage change in each rate durinq
each 12 month experimental period and corresponding
changes in
revenue.
BUL~keye must also sho ....
how it calculated applicable
price caps for its mar~:et" in which it does have significant
market power for each experimental period.
The C~mffiissionwill carefully ev~luate any revenue losses in
Buckeye's markets in ~{hich it does not have significant market
power that are accompanied by substar.tial revenue gains in
Buckey-e's mOl"'opolymarkets.
Higher competitive raf:es and lower
competitive revenues, along with higher rates and revenues in
markets in which Buckeye does not have significant market power,
would strongly su<]gest market manipulation and the need for a
return to traditional regulation.
5. fu!j:.e
Decreases
Staff argues that rates should not be allowed to fall below
marginal costs and further suggests that thf" burden of
demonstrating that any pr'oposed rate is not below marginal costs
should be on the pipeline.
Buckeye argues t:nat St",f':"sproposal
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is unnecessary and inappropriate.
Although Buckeye agrees that
rates below marginal costs would be inefficjent, Buckeye coontends
th~t it. h.:!:: no i"c~r,ti~';6 to CtLdJ.:Yt:: ::iu(.;h [dL~s, nor has any party
alleged thac any of its rates are below marginal costs.
The
Commission i.s not persuaded by BuckeYE" s arg'.llnents. 'I'hep!'imary
concern with placing the burden of demonstrating any alleged
unlawfulness
or. complainants is that this might effectively
exclude any small complainant fro~ being hear~ because the
process would be too costly.
The lCA places the burden of
shewing ju::;tnc~~ and reasonablene.ss of filed tariffs
on the
company fil~ng the tariffs and we see no need to deviate from
that stand;.rd. Thus, Buckeye's proposal is mod:\"ied accordingly.

On April 29, 1988, ATA filed a complaint requesting the
establishment of just a.nd reasonable rates for the t;:cansportation
of aviation jet flJ.el by Buc~l{eye and the ordering of reparations
b~c~ to ..!~~;;.!:!ry1, 1ge7.
ATA's cvmplaint was fll~u
\.Ulu.~r
sections 13(1), 15(1), 16(1) of the Interstate Commerce Act and
Rule 206 of the Commission's Rules of Pra.::ticeand Procedure ~8
C.F.R. § 385.206 (1930).
In its complaint ATA argues that the record developed in
this proceeding
(which is now referred to as Phas7 T)
dtSlUOnst:r-atesthat the revenue_s Buckeye is recover long under its
current rates far exceed its cost of service.
A'I'Aasserts that
Buckey", is currently receiving revenues far in excess of its
costs and that most, if not all, of Buckeye's current rates for
the transportation
of aviation jet fuel are excEssive, unjust and
unreasonable.
ATA further contends that even complete denial of
the rate increases proposed by Buckeye in this proceeding would
fail tCl provide adequate relief to ATA's member air carri.ers.
ATA argues that all shippe~s have a right to transportation
under
just and reasonable rates, and that its member air carriers would
be d~nied this right unless the Commission prescribes just and
reasonable rates and orders reparations for e~cessive charges
made on or after January 1, 1987.
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ATA requested that t.he Commission address t.he com1-laint
alonq with the issues in Phase I of this proceeding to resolve:
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rates for tha transportation
of aviation jet fuel, whether or not
an increase to any such rate has been proposed; (2) the just and
reasonable rate to be t',~reafter observed to t.he extent that any
of 3ud:eye's tariff rates for the transportation
of aviation jet
fuel are found to be unjust and unreasonable; and (3) the
appropriate measure of reparations
(with interest) to be made to
ATA's member air carriers as relief from un;ust and unreasonable
tariff rates charged for the transportation of aviation jet fuel
for the period from January 1, 1987 to the date that t.ile
prescribed just and reasonable rates become effective.
ATA's complaint raises issues t:hat require investigation
with respect to Buckeye's rates in the markets in which the
Commissior. has found that Buckeye exercises significant market
power.
As a first step, however, tne Cor:uniss
ion must detenuine
i!:. whi(:'h ·)f Bii('k~yp'~ 1""p",!pv:\n~
r.l;}rkets!
as defined
in Phase I of
tILls proceeding, ATA has standing to challenge Buckeye's rates.
That is, since ATA;s complaint is limited to the rates for.the
transportation of aviation jet fuel, the Commission must
determine which rates are at issue, and further determine whether
the rates are for transpor·t,:;tionto or in markets which the
Cc.HiUnl::i~iun has found that Bi1ckeYEeAercis€s sigr,.ificant
market
power.
'I'herefore,the Commission will require Buckeye to
identify which of its rates apply to the transportation
of jet
fuel. ATA will then have an opportunity to respond.
Once the Corr~ission knows the precise rates at issue the
Commission will be able to determine the markets at issue.
The complaint will be dismissed as to those ma~kets that have
been found in Phase I of this proceeding to be market.s in which
Buckeye does not have significant market power.
The ratEs 1.11
those markets are deemed to be just and reasonable.
The
Commission will then be able to proceed with consideration of the
merits of the complaint as to the rest of the markets in which
ATA has st.anding, and to a determination as to the ;us·tness and
reasonableness of Buckeye's rates in those markets and whether
reparations are appropriate.
Cnce a final determination
is made
as to just and reasonable rates, the methodology adopted in Phase
II of this proceeding
for setting Buckeye's rates will be applied
to those rates in each market in which Buckeye can exercise
significant market power.
Until that time, the! Phase II
methodology will be applied to the rates currently in effect,
SUbject t~ refund.
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The :::ornmission
orders:
CAl The

Initi~l Decision

part consistent
order.

with

is

ctLL~rmeQ

the discussion

1n part

contained

and

reversed

in

in the body of this

(8) Buckeye's proposed experimental
program is accepted for
a three year period consis':ent with the discussion contained in
the body of this order, and Bv.ckeye must make a tariff filing
that sets out the proposal i" det~.il.

(C) Within 21 days of the date of 'this order, Buckeye must
identify its rates that a":)":.'ly
to the transportai:.ion of jet fuel.
ATA may respond to the idHntificat.ion filed by Buckeye within 10
days thereafter.
By the Commission.
(SEAr,)

d1~/at~J;i~J-·
r~inwood A. Wi.1tson Jr.,
Acting Secretary_
t
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1990)

i1' part:

I agree with thE: Commission's decision and findings in Ph"«,,
I of these proceedings analyzing Buck~ye's market power in its
various markets and the end result of the commission's decision
in Phase II of these proceedings fixing the rate methodology
for
Bucke.ye to use in the future.
I "m ('onvin.::ed
that the requisite
showing has been made that: under the conditions imposed by t~le
Com.:nissiontaken as a ,.hole, the end ~'esult reached here is just
and reasonable.
I dissent from those parts of the Co~~ission's
order which sugg'ast that even less regulation may be appropriatE<
in this case.
section 1 (5) of the Interstate Commerce Act (ICp.) requires
that all rates charged for oil pipeline t.ransportation "shall be
just and reasonable."
Under section 13(1) of the ICA, any person
may complain of a pipeline's action or rate and "[if] there shall
appear to be any reasonable ground for inv~stigating~uid
complaint, it shall be the duty of the COID~ission to inves~igate
the matters complained of in such lllannerand by such means as it
shall deem proper."
Under section 15(:t) of the rCA,. thl,
commission is authorized "to determine and prescribe what will be
the just and reasonable" rate for such transportation
services.
There can be no question that the Commission may discharge
its st.atutory obligations without resort to the t.raditional rate
review process.
However, in doing so, the Commission must show,
"that under current circumstances the goals .:ii.d purposes of the
statute will be accomplished through substantially less
regulatory oversight."
Farmers Union II, 734 F. 2d at 1510.
In Buckeye I, citing Farmers Union II, the Commission
described the parameters for the approach it could use to
regulate oil pipeline rates:
[T]he Commission clearly could, if
competit.ive circumstances warrant, require
only generalized cost data for oil pipeline
ratemaking if it can be demonstrated that the
resulting rates from such an approach would
satisfy the just and reasonable standard~
. The competitive forces warranting such
light-handed reg1llation would ha·.reto be
clear~y identified and must b~ shown to keep

•
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prices at a just and reasonable level to
ensure that the cummission can protect
shippers trom unre3sonable rates under the
ICA.
44 FERC 1 61,066 at p. 61,185 (1988).
fundamentally, there must
be "a substantial evidentiaL:, predicate. on which to determine
t.llatcompetition in relevant market.s will operate as a meaningful
constraint on the involved pipeline."
Id. at p. 61,186.
In this case we find there are two different types of
murkets:
those in whIch Buc.keye iacKs significant
marke't power
and those in which Buckeye has significant m;;~'ketpower.
Nonetheless, for l~oth, Vie provide the same answer ai1d adopt the
general outJine.s of Buckeye's proposal: ]J (i) over the next
three years indiviclual rate increases
wi.ll not exceed a Heap" of
15 percent over any two-year period; and (ii) individual rdte
increases will be allowed to become effective without suspension
or investigation if they do not exceed a "trigger" which is the
change in ttle GNP deflator since the rate ~as last incred~ed plus
2 per!:'2nt.
i\dditicnally,
La cnose markets where Buckeye lacks
significant market power, we find th ...current rates ·to be just
and reasonable. l/
I

(1.";);

As a result, with this order we find that Buckeye may impose
rate increasI'.'s
in all of its markets without refund nblig".t.ion'lP
to 'Che "trigger" point.
We also describe the general parameters
for a finding of "reasonable grounds" under Section 13 (li ·to
i nv€'stigate compJ.".ints for rate increases in both types of
markets.
If a rate increase is belo',1t.le trigger point, there
]J

The Commission, quite properly, requires certain adjustments
to Buckeye's plan to blunt the possibility of cross-market
subsidization.
Additionally,
and correctly
iii r.ny view,
t.he
commission allows the revised plan to proceed, subject to
annual reporting requirements, for only three years and only
after the filing of detailed tariffs Which we will examine.

Y

As to those ma,.kets where Buckeye does exercise significant
market power (Cleveland, Rochester, Syracuse-Utica,
Binghampton-Elmira)
or might exercise such power (New York),
the matter of the current rates -- as opposed to future rate
increases -- might be set for hearing depending upon whethiOr
thH customer/parties
have standing to raise the issue.
(Slip Op. at 40.) This leaves open the prospect that, as to
some of these markets, future rate increases will be allowed
as if the underlying rates are just and reasonable.
I have
serious reservations about such ratemak.ing by default.
However, my reservations are tempered by the fact that
customers remain free to litigate these underlying rates in
iutur", cases.

-
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will be no investigation: if above the trigger point put below
the cap, there may be an investigation if Buckeye has not
"justifi.ed" the increase.
(Slip op. at 35-36.) .:v
I would 1I0i; support:.this order without the rate cap and t.he
trigger.
These provisions -- the rate cap and the trigger -- are
not, as the majority states, merely an "added safeguard" (Slip
op. at 33, describing the cap) or "added protection" (Slip Op_ Bt
35, describing the trigger and the cap).
They are, for me,
necessary to ensure that we prm/ide for just and r·easonable
rates.
At bottom, I d:"sagree with the fundamental assumption made
by the majority that, on this record, competition alone can be
relied upon to restrain Buckeye'S rates where it lacks
significant market power.
(Slip Op. at 33 and 34.) As the order
correctly notes, Ujudgement plays an important role in
determirdng whether markets are competitive"
(Slip Op. at 33).
More importantly, however, judgement determines whether marj,ets
a:.t't;~ competitive
enough to warrant th9 sort of rate flexibility
we
alla;.-r

Buckp.yp ~

Th~":. jl.!cgc!::cn.t

nay

pl.-uV~ wl-uny.

.i.ne mdrkets

we

deem competitive enulgh today may not be tomorrow.
The rate cap
and trigger t.hus work to provide a necessary backstop.
I also disagree with the majority's endorsement, even as an
"experiment", of regulating markets where Buckeye has significant
;;-.ur1~"'t
pnwe:c oy reierencJ.ng markets where it lacks that power.
(Slip Op_ at 33,,)
This is a se:t'ious step which cuts new, untried
ground and has no factual support on the record before us. 1/
Fi.rst, there is no factual basis for assuming that any rate
increase Buckeye can impose in markets where it lacks significant
market power translates into allowable costs for all of its
markets.
Nor can this approach be justified by assuming that,
because "a sizeable portion of Buckeye'S total deliveries" are in
markets where it lacks significant market power (Slip op. at 33),

.:v

Additionally, one may complain and hi\ve set for investigation whether the rate is unlawfully discriminatory or
whether the competitive situation has changed significar.tly.
(Slip Op. at 35-36.)

_v

A similar approach was a key element in recent legislat.ion
introduced in the Congress to deregulate the oil pipeline
industry.
The legislation was not enacted.
congress alone
has the authority to deregulate the industry.
Unless and
until it does so, this Commission .is obligated to ensur€_
that rates charged are just and reasonable as requi.red by
the regulatory regime of the ICA.

..."
- 4 these then becOT.lethe appropriate yardsticks
and reasonable rates for all markets. .'21
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When we find that Buckeye can, in certain markets. "exercise
significant market power-' we find thnt, as to those mdrkcts,
Buckeye has monopoly power.
The rate cap ar!'itrigger thus are
neces.sary to impose a proper discipline in those markets.
They
ensure that, even if BUCkeye has significant market power, it
cannot '!xercise tn~.t power.
This is precisely the sort of
monitoring mechanism necessary to ensure that rates remain within
a zone of reasonableness.
In summary.

when we rely on competitive markets to ensure
rates we must act to ensure that, as to all
its markets, Buckeye cannot enjoy the force (>fits market
powe~' and that its rates are just and reasonable.
The rf'gulatory
scheme the Commission develops must "actf.] as a monitor to see if
this occurs or to check rates if it does not."
Farmers Union 1;1,
734 F.2d at 1509.
On the record we have here, the rate cap and
trigger are necessary to do preci:5ely that.

ilJst and reasonable

of

~~~.~

~izabeth
Anne Moler
Commissioner
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The idea appears to be that, because a large portion of
B'Jr.keye'sbusiness is subject to competition, there is
(proportionally) less likelihood that Buckeye will
successfully sUbsidize losses in thos& markets with price
increases in markets where it does not face significant
competition.
However, such a criterion cannot, alone,
provide adequate protection.
As the order properly
recognizes (Slip op. at 33 and 36-39) additional
safeguards are required to ensure thE'!reis no market
cross-suhsidization.
In addition, the facts don't warrant applying the assumption
here.
A critical component of the analysis of Buckeye's
markets is missing.
In actual numbers, 12 of the 16 Il'arkets
in which Buckeye ships in are markets where Buckeye lac~s
significant market power.
(Slip Op. at 17-25.) These 12
markets account for a little over 62% of Buckeye's
deliveries into BEA's.
(Exhibit S-7 (revised).)
However,
this analysis is marred because the impact of Buckeye's
deliveries
within the New York, "intra l!1arket" BEA, while
contested, is not knOwn.
(Slip op. at 25.) Thus we have no
proj:oerbasis for assuming that a "sizeable portion" of
Buckeye's business is in competitive markets.

